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The Radio Guide Tech Initiative 
The advancement of our industry depends upon each of us "giving 

something back." Whether it is training others, sharing our experiences, or 
just helping our colleagues, radio engineering is better off when we snare. 

Radio Guide has undertaken a "Tech Initiative." The initial information 
about the program and some of the manufacturers who have offered to 
help is on page 5. 
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW 

BCD WU wan% aS o ftNEffl packags that ou 
Has everything you need for allocation studies and FM filings? 
Can prepare Rulemaking Petitions from scratch in 10 minutes? 
Displays coverage area and pop counts with a mouse click? 

You needrfinvestigator - FM 2.0 
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innovative engineering tools 
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StudioDrive is a 6-input stereo mixer that makes your PC a self contained fully integrated studio! 

Perfect for radio automation, newsrooms, PC edit suites, emergency studios, remotes, LPFM. 

• Mic input w/ remote 

• 4 stereo Line inputs 

• Telephone coupler 

• Mix-minus built in 

• Monitor system vv/automatic 

• AIR Monitor input 

• Mic Tally controls On The Air lights 

• Headphone output 

Call BGS for great deals on 
Henry products! www.bgs.cc 

352-622-7700 
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We Sell At Least One ECO FM Transmitter Per Day!! 

ENERGY-ONIX ECO Transmitters are 
the most popular FM Transmitters ever 
built. There are at least 1000 of these 
transmitters operating world wide. 

They utilize one zero bias triode operat-
ing in a grounded grid mode and incor-
porate a solid state driver and frequency 
agile exciter. Their reliability is unprec-
edented and their prices are realistic. 

Do you want to know more details? Con-
tact our office or your neighbor — he 
must have an ECO transmitter. Or, bet-
ter yet — visit our modern 35,000 sq. 
ft. factory in beautiful "Upstate" New 
York and "Kick the Tires." 

  ENERGY-ONIX 

HERE ARE SOME OF THE REASONS 

• Honest Prices 

• Understandable Control System 

• Single, Long Life, Triode in 
Grounded Grid Configuration 

• No Neutralization Required 

• Minimum Plate Voltage 
(7500 Volts for 25KW Output) 

• Solid State IPA with Loads of 
Reserve 

• Automatic Power Output Control 

• VSWR Foldback and Trip Control 

• Extremely Long Tube Life 

• Personalized Technical Support 
from Competent Engineers who 
Designed These Transmitters 

• Models Available at 4, 6, 8, 10, 
15, 22, 25, 30, 40 it 50KW 

• Manufactured in our U.S.A. 
Factory 

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC. "The Transmitter People" 

P.O. Box 801, 1306 River St., Valatie, NY 12184 

VOICE: 518-758-1690/888-324-6649 FAX: 518-758-1476 

energy-onixa energy-onix.com 

WEB PAGE: www.energy-onix.corn 
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Simian 1.6 is the result of input from 

numerous BSI users. Thanks to their 

input, Simian now includes an on-

screen weather display that updates 

from the Internet. 

The new Simian also includes 

sophisticated new Voice-Tracking 

functionality allowing Voice-Tracking 

days in advance, even from remote 

studios, and an improved ability to 

verify logs before air play. 

Simian is still the most feature-rich 

automation system in the industry and 

provides powerful, reliable broadcast 

automation for stations in the US and 

around the world. 

Broadcast Software International 
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A 
Eugene, OR 97405 
www.bsiusa.com 
888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721) 
info@bsiusa.com 

Digital in Las Vegas — NAB 2004 

Page 4- At the 2004 NAB engineering sessions, 

presentations dealt with an improved PDM AM 

transmitter, reducing incidental phase modula-

tion and improving AM transmitter bandwidth to 

support EER. 

Digital Advances at NAB 2004 

Page 6 - While 1BOC was a major focus at NAB 

2004, DRM continues to roll out on Shortwave 

and Medium wave services worldwide. The lat-

est DRM advancements involve encoding tech-

niques to provide IBOC style compatibility. 

A Logger's Tale 

Page 13 - One of the things that separate 

Canadian and U.S. broadcasters is the use of 

logger machines to record everything that goes 

"over the air. - I guess it is no secret that we use 

loggers north of the border, because we have to. 

Radio in Motion 

Page 20 - The Remote: taking the radio station 

out on the road. Anyone who has worked a remote 

broadcast knows for sure that when you leave the 

cozy and comfortable studio, anything can hap-

pen - and usually does. 
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A Technical Initiative 
A common complaint heard these days is how difficult 

it has become for engineers to network and learn from one 
another. There are a number of reasons for this view: 

/. Heavy workloads. 
2. Fewer opportunities for education. 
3. Companies which discourage information sharing. 
4. Engineers who do not know how to contribute. 
The SBE is planning some efforts to improve the 

education available to working engineers. But with re-
duced technical staffs and fewer engineers attending the 
major trade shows, it is difficult to find a good venue to 
share information on the new technologies beginning to 
permeate the field, such as digital audio and RF systems. 

Corporate policies can make things harder, as more 
and more restrictions are placed on engineers, lest they 
divulge some arcane "trade secret" such as their normal 
Plate Voltage. Already some folks are having a harder time 
getting re-certification points, as they find the "publish-
ing" door closed to them by corporate edict. 

Are we in danger of having engineers from one 
company forbidden to talk to those of another company? 
Or discouraged from being SBE members, since they 
might divulge some "proprietary" information like the 
type of transmitter their company is buying? 

The advancement of our industry depends upon each 
of us "giving something back." Whether it is training new 
ones, sharing our experiences, or just helping our col-
leagues, radio engineering is better off when we share. 

Radio Guide lias undertaken to try to help improve the 
situation. We call it our "Tech Initiative." In the coming 
months, we hope to engage your support on our quest. The 
initial information about the program and some of the 
manufacturers who have offered to help is on page 5. 

We are trying to do something positive. Can you help? 
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Just $1499 including technical support and updates for 1 year 

Thousands of users have discovered how 
easy and versatile BSI Simian really is. 

Test and try 

before you buy. 
SS. 
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Being Digital in Vegas 

NAB 2004 
by Robert Meuser 

VEGAS. Nevada - May 20041 At the 2004 NAB 
engineering sessions, presentations dealt with an improved 

PDM AM transmitter, reducing incidental phase modula-
tion and improving AM transmitter bandwidth to support 

EER. There were new improved receivers, magic chipsets 
and the broad-banding of antennas. Wait, this must be 
NAB 1984 and we are talking about AM stereo. No! It is 
2004, and we are embracing digital radio. 

BACK TO THE FUTURE 

Digital was the focus of the technical presentations and 
the trade show at NAB 2004. Digital radio broadcasting 
uses a form of QAM for transmission regardless of the 
system used. It is necessary to apply advanced AM tech-
niques to transmit the signal. On medium wave frequen-
cies this requires a very clean transmitter, and manufactur-

ers are responding with newer designs to achieve this goal 

DRM and IBOC have virtually the same requirements 
and transmitter manufacturers are addressing both mar-

kets. A paper presented by H. Donald Messer of the I B B/ 
VOA described an in-band on-channel version of DRM 
that can deliver the digital signal with much higher power 
than IBOC, thus improving the reach of digital radio. 

Since very linear transmitter performance is crucial in 

digital transmission, Tuesday's papers addressed the various 
aspects of this at both AM and VHF frequencies. Phil 
Schmitt of Harris compared the spectrum of various types of 
transmitters using both IBOC and DRM. He also showed 
methods of expanding two-tone IM tests, which will expose 
poor out of band performance. ForIBOC in the FM band, the 
digital component needs a linear amplifier. David Maxson of 

Broadcast Signal Labs showed some of the effects of not 
having enough linearity in the transmitter. 

NEW PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY 

Every major manufacturer had I ID ready transmitters 

— some had second-generation exciters. Of note is the new 
DRS Continental 5 kW solid state FM specifically de-
signed to handle IBOC requirements and the Harris series 

of low power linear transmitters for those broadcasters 
who require a separate IBOC transmitters for either com-

bined or separate antenna applications. 
ERI displayed their dual feed antenna, backed by a 

paper discussing the test results of the antenna. A unique 
power distribution scheme allows digital and analog trans-

mitters to feed the same side mount antenna without a high 
level combiner. 

Next year, we should sec higher efficiency combined 
FM/IBOC transmitters and exciters that do analog and 

digital in one box, perhaps including the new MPX inter-
face (developed by Omnia Audio and Nautel) which sends 
a digital composite signal from a processor to the exciter 

without the need to reprocess inside the exciter. 
A lot of product is available to build new digital studios 

to go digital. Telos, SAS and Klotz each offer solutions all 

but eliminating massive amounts of cable — cutting build 
costs and reducing construction time while making the 
digital plant far more flexible. 

DIGITAL ON THE AIR 

Texas Instruments is aggressively addressing digital 
receivers. They presented a paper on a DSP solution that is 
a complete digiceiver for analog transmission as well as 

decoding the digital signal. A software radio built around 
a DSP core, it addresses all forms of digital broadcasting. 
A receiver using the technology for IBOC reception show-

ing improvement of analog AM reception will come along 
with digital reception and improved analog FM. 

What about I BOC in the real world? Tom Ray of WOR 
shared his experience in driving around the New York arca 
with an off-the-shelf consumer grade I BOC receiver. To 
paraphrase Toni, the "Wow!" factor on AM is apparent — 
improved fidelity. But what about FM? Tom shared his 
observations ofdrastic improvement of FM on the multipath 
laden West Side Drive in New York City. 

However, real world IBOC has another side. Herb Squire 

of DSI RF systems revisited dueling algorithms in digital 
broadcasting. Tapes of various cascades of coding schemes 

with real over the air IBOC signals reveal much work needs 
to be done on the studio and distribution side. Squire suggests 
linear coding the entire chain right up to the IBOC encoder. 

Among potential incentives to drive a digital conver-
sion is 5.1 surround sound as demonstrated live at the LV 

Hilton by Omnia Audio and the PBS "Tomorrow Radio" 
Project. They demonstrated two separate program streams, 

complete with separate metadata for each program, over 
one 96 kbps IBOC stream. Harris provided the hardware 

and Dalet had a system to deliver the two programs plus the 
streaming metadata. Other potential applications would 
use as much of the digital stream as possible to push data. 

LOOKING AHEAD, LOOKING BACK 

Ho v‘ successful will the digital transition be? There are 
almost as many answers as NAB attendees. Despite many 

new and exciting possible features, we already can see the 
Eureka 147 system is not attracting listeners in many places, 

except where new content is being deli vered.1BOC, with the 
exception of the "Tomorrow Radio" concept, does not have 
the capability to deliver separate programming. 

Many think features will drive a transition to new radios. 

Others believe good quality inexpensive radios powered by 
inexpensive DSP chipsets will cause IBOC demodulation to 
be delivered to all new radios by default, permitting broad-

casters to turn on digital as easily as buying a new audio 

processor. Others have concerns about interference or the 
inability to interest the general public with the same old 

programming. Only time will reveal the true outcome. 
Looking back on the show, what was learned? Better 

transmitters, and better, broader antennas are being built. We 

can build a digital plant with less time and cabling than 
analog. Better DSP based radios are here. Will the digital 

transition happen? The daebate rages, but these same tech-
nologies make for much better analog radio. It appears radio 
will be better off either way. 

Robert Meuse,- is a long time radio engineer and consultant based 

in New York City. He can he contacted ai: roberoMobroadcastmm 
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Tielinee 
TECHNOLOGY 

OCIDIO CODEC 
Introducing the all new iMix ji3 

iMix G3 features a brand new super charged DSP platform that combines studio mixing power 
and new POTS/ISDN/GSM and data codec capabilities never before offered in a 16 x 9" sized 
remote mixer at such a low price. 

The world's first 15kHz stereo POTS audio codec can deliver live stereo remotes or stereo studio 
links over dual POTS lines. A new Dual Mono feature also enables the use of one 15kliz POTS 
channel for main program and the second 15khz POTS channel for a range of on-board IFB 
including production/engineering talkback and live on-air callers. You can even send your 
broadcast program to two locations. 

A miniature expansion slot accepts a range of new hardware modules to suit individual remote 
applications such as GSM to landline for wireless remotes, Stereo/Mono ISDN, Stereo or Dual 
Mono POTS plus new IFB and front panel controlled live on-air caller facilities. 

The on-board six input digital mixer can be easily configured for non-technical users or as a fully 
featured studio mixer including on-off channel buttons, cue, intercom, telephone caller control, 
LAN/RS232 interfaces and one button control of local and remote control relay inputs "and" 
ouputs. You can even adjust your remote talent's audio input levels from the studio to ensure 
their levels are always perfect. 

An optional Digital Router software kit will allow any of the six audio inputs to be routed to any 
audio output, giving you the tools to create a powerful and flexible studio environment in the 
field. iMix G3 will also connect to your existing Comrex* or Musicam* POTS codecs 

Call Tieline or your favorite dealer for a free demonstration. 

*Compatible with Comrex Matrix, Blue, Vector and Musicam Liberty POTS Codecs 
Comrex and Musicam are registered trademarks of each respective corporation www.tieline.com 

Call: 800 750 7950 
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The Radio Guide Tech Initiative 
As announced at the NAB 2004 Radio Show, Radio Guide magazine has 

embarked on a Tech Initiative to encourage the sharing of technical knowledge 
and experience among the engineering community. 

As part of this outreach to encourage information sharing, a number of 
manufacturers have already contributed over $ 15,000 of gear, to be awarded 
to the best submissions. Some of the items include: 

Audion Labs VoxPro Digital Audio Editor 

Broadcast Warehouse DSP-X Digital Processor 

Comrex DH-20 Digital Phone Hybrid 

Henry Engineering Studio Drive Mixer 

rfSoftware rfInvestigator (full package) 

Orban Optimod 1100 Processor Card 
What we are asking is for you to share your Tech Tips, User Reports and 

War Stories as well as longer articles on topics that interest you, from studio 
construction or renovation, to transmitter site maintenance, or the way in which 
you research new equipment purchases. 

Do not worry about being a perfect writer; we will help you get it done. And 
besides the personal satisfaction of "giving something back," you will earn re-
certification credits from the SBE, a check from Radio Guide, and the chance 
to receive one of the special awards. 

More details will appear here. In the meantime, please address any 
questions or submissions to Editor@radio-guide.com. 

HENRY 

ENGINEERING 

rrooftware, Inc, 
innovative engineering tools 

Mbar' OPTIMOD` 

Audio Optimized 

Top-Value 
FM Monitor 
Model 531 - $2700 

THIS EASY-TO-USE FM MOD-MONITOR GIVES 
ACCURATE OFF-AIR MEASUREMENTS. 

A wealth of features makes Inovonics' second-generation 531 the 
undisputed value leader in FM monitoring. In addition to the high-
resolution total-mod display, the 531 also shows stereo audio 
levels, SCA and RDS subcarrier injection, plus a relative indication 
of incidental AM noise. A digitally-tuned preselector with 
programmable presets lets you quickly compare your station's 
parameters with those of market companions. 

Signal strength and multipath readouts simplify antenna 
alignment and help validate all measurements. Rear-panel 
appointments include balanced audio out, composite in/outs, and 
both antenna and high-level RF inputs. Alarm tallies are provided 
for overmod, audio loss, carrier loss and excessive multipath. 

1 1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
TEL (831)458-0552 • FAX (831)458-0554 

  www.movor.corn • e-mail : Into@inovon.corn 

I novc)n ic Visit www.inovon.com 
for full technical details. 

( Ready for HD Radio') 

HD Radio and the graphical depiction of HD Radio are trademarks of iBiquity Digital Corporation'. 

Electronics Research, Inc. 812.925.6000 I www.ERlinc.com I  
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Digital Advances 
at NAB 2004 

by Cornelius Gould 

[LAS VEGAS. Nevada - lIai 2004] Along with 
many of the 97,544 (according to the official NAB 
figures) attendees at NAB 2004, as you can imagine I was 

greatly interested in what is happening on the digital 
radio scene both here and abroad. 

While IBOC was a major focus at NAB 2004, DRM 
continues to roll out on Shortwave and Medium wave 
services worldwide. The latest DRM advancements in-

volve encoding techniques to provide IBOC style com-
patibility with existing analog radio services, only using 

the open source DRM technology for transmitting the 
digital portion of the programming. 

The nice thing I find about DRM is that 
it is a world wide standard ( including here 

in the States), and if AM-I-ID does not 
catch on for whatever reason, there is still 
DRM left to try. With the latest advance-

ments in the works, it seems to be shaping 

up to be a real alternative if need be! 

WILL THE LISTENERS 
GET EXCITED? 

Among the interesting things I heard 
discussed at the various digital radio semi-
nars was Philip Laven's presentation. 
Laven is the Technical Director of the 

European Broadcasting Union. The sto-
ries he shared of his experiences with 

rolling out DAB in the UK, during his 
tenure with the BBC, were interesting. 
One story in particular interested me a 
great deal: How did the general public 
react to digital radio? 

One of his stories seems to agree with 
some predictions made about the future of 

the IBOC system over on this side of the 
pond. He noted that early on in the rollout 
of the digital radio service, the BBC and 
other broadcasters were basically simulat-
ing existing services over their digital chan-
nels. During this time, the general public 
had a "ho-hum" reaction. As soon as ra-
dios became available, there was some 
interest in DAB. 

However, it was only when broadcast-

ers began transmitting programming you 
could only get on the DAB service that 
things started to take off for DAB in the 
UK! 

Now, the DAB service used in the UK 
is quite different than what we have here 
with IBOC, but the BBC's experience can 
be a lesson for us in the US: IBOC needs 
something to set itself apart from its ana-
log service. For AM IBOC, it is the prom-

ise of better (FM-like) sound. For FM, it 
has been better sound, but not much of a 

noticeable difference for most people. 

5.1 OVER THE AIR 
I lief Group (FhG) may have 

hit on something that could work quite 

well for FM-IBOC. The transmission of 
5.1 surround sound. There is an ever-in-
creasing library of albums produced (or 
being re-mastered) in 5.1 surround sound, 
and the production quality on the majority 
of releases is quite amazing. An interest-
ing trend these days in car audio is to have 
a DVD video system installed, and (natu-

rally) people are wanting to take their 5.1 
surround movie audio with them. 

As these people start to take these 5.1 
digital albums on the road, they will no 

doubt be amazed at having the "entire band" in the car 
with them. Now FM radio has the chance to bring the 
same experience to them with FM-IBOC. 

I had a chance to hear the demo, and what 5.1 
surround sound for music solves is that "hole in the 

middle" effect. Now until you hear albums re-mastered 
in 5.1 surround, it is kind of hard to imagine what the big 
deal is. Once you hear it, it will change things big time 
for you! 

A NEW WAY 

My first impression: it will change the way we do audio 

processing, as that "hole in the middle"— the lack of a center 
channel — is what we are really trying to "fill in" when 
setting up liberal amounts of audio processing. 

Recommended listening: Steely Dan's 5.1 version 
of the "Goucho" album. It is well worth the test drive! 

The way the better 5.1 masters work is this way: The 
three front channels (the left/right/center) speakers set 

up the forward sound stage. The two rear channels are 
basically used for the stereo left/right effects. This setup 
can also produce effects where sounds surround you 
and "spin around your head." Quite amazing. 

was never really impressed with quad. The effects 
that quad was able to produce were less than spectacular 
to my ear. In contrast, the FhG/Telos demonstration of 
Fraunhofer IIS's proposed FM-HD 5.1 system was 
quite impressive, and can work with the existing FM-

HD CODEC. This could be something that could get 

people excited enough to run out and buy IBOC radios! 
Finally, I would like to say that it was really great 

meeting many of our readers, and I have enjoyed 
hearing all the positive responses on my audio process-
ing series. I enjoyed hanging out and learning the latest 
technical news/advancements happening in our indus-
try both here and abroad. Perhaps we will meet there 
next year. 

Cornelius Gould is a regular contributor to Radio Guide. 

Delivering the sound of the finish line to listeners around 
the world is as simple as pressing a button. The Comre 
Matrix, equipped with our optional GSM Module, corn 
bines an integrated mobile phone and an advanced 
Comrex codec to deliver broadcast quality 7kHz audio 
over standard cellular connections ( 1 5kHz over POTS) 

The results? Your listeners hear the sweat pouring 
the winner — the sound of a skin-of-the-teeth victory 
with detail that's unprecedented. 

Grab your audience by their ears and give them the full 
experience — not just a story. 

Doing a remote? Put Comrex on the line. 

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: infoecomrex.com 

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 
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New Broadcast equipment at exceptional prices. 

Quality pre-owned equipment. 

Customized automation systems. 

Complete turnkey installatiom 

Console pre-wiring packages. 

Broadcasit equipment repair. 

Complete engineering services. 

Studio design amd project managemeit. 

Lightner Electronics Inc. 

Your Ultimate Solution. 

Toll Free: 866-239-3868 
Fax: 814-239-8402 
wwwlightnerElectromics.com 

Sports Broadcasts 

Interface Solutions 

Communications 

Live interviews or remotes? 

You've got to check out our new ComPack - Universal Telecom Interface 

and RemoteMix Sport, our most popular broadcast mixer. Both ComPack 

and RemoteMix Sport interface to PBX systems, cel phones, and analog 

lines for true flexibility. We also offer a full line of passive interface tools 

like the Daptor Two - Wireless Phone Audio Interface. 

Data sheets, specs, prices all at wwwjkaudio.com 

800-552-8346 815-786-2929 fax - 815-786-8502 info@jkaudio.com 

LARCIeN 
We hear you. Loud and clear. 

LOOK TO LARCAN FOR TRULY MADE 
TO MEASURE FM SOLUTIONS 
Designed with a difference to ensure the highest quality audic performance - 

L_ARCAN offers a superior range of solid-state FM solutions from 25w to 5kVV. 

Customer driven and purpose designed for optimum performance - we bring 

you the ultimate in FM broadcast technology from ' start to service'. 

We hear you Loud and clear. 

alb o 

25w FM Translator 
FMT-25 

Tel: 1-303-665-8000 • Fax: 1-303473-9900 

www.larcan.com 

_ 4•g• 

Tel: 1-935-564-9222 • Fax: 1-905-564-9244 

Email: sales@larcan.com 

Custom Fit Features: 

• Superior Audio Performance 

• Modular Design 

• VVideband Operation 

• Automatic Tuning (front-end) 

• High Selectivity 

• Fully Synthesized (Tx and Ax) 

• Internal FCC Code Key Module 

• Compact 1RU Design 
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User Reports From Radio Guide Readers 

Feld Guide 

rfInvestigator 
by Dana Puopolo 

[SANTA MONICA,Ca0larnia- May2004] rfSoftware 
has released version 2 of rfInvestigator. This amazing 
program allows anyone to become an expert on FM stud-
ies. 

Yes, it has the features common to many other programs 
(spacing studies, interference studies, etc.) but that is where 

the similarity ends. This program is by far the most intuitive 
of the bunch. I was able to use it five minutes after dropping 
the program CD in my PC ( it ran quite well on a P4 1.5 gig 
with 256 megabytes of RAM running Windows XP Pro for 
my operating system). I have spoken with rfSoftware and 
know it also runs well on Windows 2000 and 98. 

TEST DRIVE 
Though there is a lot of documentation for the program 

(both written and in the help files), I immediately wanted 
to play. Within 10 minutes I had identified several FM 
vacant allotments where I thought none had existed. 

Doing an FM spacing study is simplicity itself. First, 
you put in either a set of coordinates or a city and state. If 

you do the latter, it automatically searches its database and 
lists all the facilities from that city, allowing you to easily 
use any of them for its reference coordinates. Next, you 
select 73.207 spacing for your study, the class of station 
you want — it handles all FCC FM station classes including 
LP- 100, LP- 10 and all Canada and Mexico classes of 
stations — and finally tell it to find all available channels. 

Within seconds, a tabulated list pops up showing all 
FM channels, tabbed by clearance. Also, a map appears for 

each channel showing all the stations involved and their 
distance circles. Each is in a different color. You can also 
color the entire area within each curve, making it easy to 
find the "black hole" areas between them. As you move the 

mouse on this map, the longitude and latitude change at the 
bottom of the page. 

Updating the study for each particular channel is as 
simple as putting the mouse somewhere on the map and left 
clicking. Within seconds a new study is created. This 
makes it very easy to find open allotments. In several cases, 

I found open channels that literally fit by one geographic 
second. 

The software also allows you to set an offset (the FCC 
requires a petitioner to round up or down to the nearest 
kilometer when doing a spacing study). It is fascinating to 
watch the software do its thing, which it does quickly and 

accurately. Finally, it automatically saves each job on your 
hard disk. The program is worth buying for just this part. 

CAPABILITIES 

Okay, I can hear some of you saying: "Great, but the 
software I have now can do that stuff already. What's so 

special about this program?" First off, these days, just 
doing a distance separation study is not enough; the FCC 
will return any Petition for Rulemaking if there is any 

terrain blockage between the reference coordinates and 
any part of the proposed city of license. 

Determining this with rfInvestigator is a snap! You 
simply hold down the left mouse button while moving the 
mouse to the desired city boundary (which can easily be 

seen on the map). Releasing the mouse button results in a 
window opening that shows a terrain profile and the 
distance between the two points! 

You can even add in height to model the tower eleva-
tion. This one tool can eliminate hours of work that you 
would have to do using other programs. Thirty second 
terrain data is standard; three second is available as an 
option to the program. 

The second thing on which the FCC is cracking down 
on is City of License coverage. The 70 dBu contour circle 
had better cover every single inch of the COL or the FCC 
will return the Rulemaking Petition (I found this out the 
hard way when one of my rulemakings was returned — 
because it only covered 99.85% of the proposed COL!). 
With rfInvestigator, a few mouse clicks are all that is 
needed to confirm city grade coverage. Each city boundary 
is accurately identified on the screen map. Everything is 
tabled for you automatically. 

With this software, I was able to prepare a Rulemaking 

Petition from scratch in under 10 minutes. It is that good. 
One thing I would recommend is a mouse with high 

resolution; most standard ones will not do this program 
justice. I used it with a drafting tablet and was able to get 

resolutions better then one geographic second. 

POSSIBILITIES 
Okay, maybe you already have your FM station. You 

could care less about doing a rulemaking for a new fre-
quency. Or, you are a non-commercial broadcaster looking 
to find or upgrade a station. Perhaps you are looking for a 
space to site a translator. rflnvestigator will prove its value 
even more when doing these tasks. 

Doing an FM interference study is just as easy as doing 
a spacing one! When in the interference mode, you can 
choose your existing contours or elect to short space. The 
same interactive mapping is used when doing these stud-
ies. White area, coverage area and population counts can 
be added with a few mouse clicks. Nearby AM station 
towers can be shown with the required limiting circles (.8 
km for ND; 3.2 km for DA). 

Again, for an engineer like me, it was cool to just sit 
there and do "what ifs" for stations I have worked for (or 
would like to work for). You would be amazed at how 

many FM stations can upgrade, but have no idea of what is 
possible. I was even able to confirm that a full power non-

commercial station fits in my old back yard in Massachu-
setts! 

GREAT ANALYZER FEATURE 

The good news is that I have saved the best part of this 
software for last — the main thing that sets this program 
apart from all the others: its directional antenna modeling. 

When you select this option, you open the most powerful 
desktop FM contour analyzer 1 have ever seen. 

You use the program by moving a set of sliders that 
literally allows you to create a pattern as simply as chang-

ing EQ curves on a graphic equalizer! Move one slider 
back and forth and the contour moves in and out in real 
time. The software automatically adjusts the null curve(s) 

for the FCC limit of 2 dB per 10 degrees of azimuth. All 
necessary contours are automatically shown and com-
puted. Also, coverage area and population counts are 
automatically generated in real time. 
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It can do any (or all) of these calculations using FCC 

methodology. The interactivity of this is just amazing! It 
does in a few minutes what used to take a consulting 
engineer many days to do! Do you think your FM station 
is maxed out? This program might well cause your eyes to 
open wide! Indeed, doing just one custom DA at one 
station can easily justify the cost of the entire program 
many times over. 

The rfSoftware web site (www.rfinvestigator.com) 
has a movie available for downloading that shows just how 
easy this feature is to use. I highly recommend going there 
and taking a look. 

ERROR CORRECTION 

I know it sounds like I am describing the perfect 
program; actually it is only close to perfect. Its main 
shortcoming it shares with all the other standalone soft-
ware programs: reliance on FCC databases. As you may 
know, FCC databases have an annoying number of errors. 

rfSoftware corrects the ones they discover and it is easy 
to update a database entry from the program (which will be 
stored in the database file), but it is just not possible to find 
every error and invariably they creep in. All software 
programs like rfl nvestigator share this "feature." rfSoftware 
updates their databases daily and sells them for a nominal 
fee, or you can buy their optional DB-Builder module and 
download data direct from the FCC at any time. I was 

provided a copy of DB-Bui lder and found it works smoothly 
and well. 

This software can be used for just about any aspect of 
an FM station. It even has the capability to do STL shots 

(remember, they are much more complicated to file these 
days). 

From what I can see, the only persons who will not like 
this program are the Consulting Engineers, who stand to 

lose a lot of business because of it. Of course, they 
probably own a copy already. If I owned a group of stations 
(more then two), I would buy this program just to have it 
ready. Its reasonable cost is a great investment in your FM 
station. 

TALKING TO THEM 

Finally, my experience with the gang at rfSoftware has 
been great. They have bent over backwards to explain 
things to me about the program, and offer help whenever 
I have asked. They always quickly respond to emails and 
phone calls. 

Of course, being a reviewer makes me wonder if they 
treat every customer as well. While at the NAB show, I 
went over to their booth several times and my suspicions 
were happily confirmed; every person who showed up was 
treated with courtesy and enthusiasm. It is quite obvious to 
me that Joe and Jennifer are quite excited about their 
"baby," proudly showing off its features to anyone and 

everyone who was interested. Indeed, at one point the hall 
had closed and Joe did not want to stop. 

After seeing them (and the program) in action, I have 

no doubt whatsoever that any customer will receive out-
standing service both before and after the sale from every-
one at RF Software. 

I highly recommend this software. It is easy to use, yet 
incredibly powerful. If Clear Channel, Infinity, Cumulus, 
Entercom and Citadel do not already have it, why not? It is 

the best "bang for the buck" you can possibly buy. My only 
regret is that my demo was time limited, (though I was 
begging Jennifer for more time). 

In short: Highly Recommended. 

Dana Puopolo La the LosAnge/es ChielEngineerlin. Multicultural 
Radio Broadcasting Inc. He can he reached at dpuopologusa.net 
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ECONCO 
New Power Tubes 

Newly manufactured tubes 
are now produced by Econco 

in Woodland California 

ECONCO 1318 Commerce Ave., Woodland, CA 95776 
Phone: 530-662-7553 Fax: 530-666-7760 

Toll Free: 800-532-6626 Website: www.econco.com 

Logitek Brings Flexibility to Fast-Paced Operation 

The Remora-4 is a tiny but powerful workhorse 
for production, news and backup operation. 

As your needs change, Logitek can change with you. 

Our Numix and Remora consoles are flexible enough to handle the pace 

of your facility, whether it's in a major market or a small town. On-air 
and production rooms, news and edit suites can all share sources from 

our versatile router, the Logitek Audio Engine. It's networLable 

to accommodate as many sources as you need to share. For 

yout next rebu Id or update, Logitek is the logical choice_ 

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc. 
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA 
713.664.4470 800.231.5870 

www.logitekaudio.com 

Loptek 
Console Router Systems 

2004 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc. 

DSPX Digital Audio Processor 
O 18 x 24- bit DSP's providing 1 GIGA-MIPS DIÎ power 

CD Comprehensive BLUE audio metering and screen 

o Digital and analog 10 

CD Wide and multi- band AGC's with intelligent gating 

o Multi-band programme dependent limiting 

o Look ahead limiter and distortion cancelled clipping 

DSP stereo encoder with composite clipping control 

o Back-panel and rackroom (front panel) serial control 

o LAN / Net webserver for remote control 

o Full range of user presets with live A/B switching 

o Software upgradeable 

i l 

mraleot 

Available from top US broadcast dealers or factory direct from 

www.broadcastwarehouse.com 

Now available from 

Broadcasters General Store 

www.broadcastdealer.com 

call us free on 

1-888-8661672 
(6AM- 3PM F.ST! 
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Transmission Topics 

Line Sweeping 
by Gory A. Minker 

[LAKE WORTH, Florida - May 2004] OK, so you 
have been in the broadcasting business all your life and 

you have "been there, done that and seen it all," right? 

That is like telling an avid Amateur Radio Licensee 

that Ham Radio suffers from a lack of new things to do 
or learn. In this case, let me introduce you to Line 
Sweeping; it is more than just fault locating. 

What is it? What do you do with it? What can you 

learn from it? What earthly good does it do for you to 

bother having it done? Questions, questions. So, even 
if you have been in the R.F. business all your life and 
you truly are the know all, see all, and tell all, continue 

reading these next several articles and we will see if we 
can teach you a thing or two. 

WHAT WE USE 

Before we can get to the technical part, we need to 
know something about the equipment that will be 

used. The most basic of test sets is known as the Time 
Domain Reflectometer or TDR. This device comes in 

two basic flavors: half sine pulse and stepped (or 
square) pulse types. The half sine pulse models are 
good for telling you whether an object in the line is 

inductive, capacitive, or just resistive - and it does an 
A-OK job of telling you where that bump in the line is. 

The stepped/square pulse models will tell you the 

actual impedance of the transmission line, and the 
impedance of that little anomaly that you just located. 

The step pulse units tend to be a bit more accurate but 
both are very commonly used in the practice today. 

Unfortunately both of these units do not offer testing 
in the frequency domain and utilize a complex charac-

teristic called the surge impedance of an object which 

is very much related to a DC response. Frequency 
sensitive parts all come out testing like big lumps, 

which is nice ifyou like your mashed potatoes that way 
and are only looking to identify "things" in your line. 

The big gun of testing is the Vector Network 
Analyzer with an accompanying "S" parameter test 

set. This unit comes in only one basic flavor: expen-
sive. Here are two examples of such of units. 

This type of analyzer will deliver 14 types of 
graphs and tell you virtually everything that you could 

possibly need to know about your system. 

LINE SWEEPING BASICS 

Let us spend a briermoment on the basics, for those 

souls that do not have the experiences of a lifetime. 
Line Sweeping is the art of testing a transmission line 

(of any kind) and the load (of any kind) for proper 

operational characteristics as far as the electrical speci-
fications are concerned, covering the absolute imped-

ance as far as 50 j0 Ohms is concerned (which is the 
theoretically perfect number in a typical 50 Ohm 
transmission system). 

Line Sweeping can also be used for other imped-

ance systems: wave guide, twisted pair, small diameter 

coaxial cables and every other concentric type of 
distribution system known on the planet - even open 

wire feeders for you AM guys. The type of system 
involved and the operating criteria will dictate the type 

of testing equipment to be used and the test parameters 

that need to be utilized. We will talk briefly in this 
article about the basic types of line testing equipment 

and the goals for this exercise. 

Among the important questions you should ask 
when considering doing a proper line sweep are: 

I. What do I look for in a Contractor? 

2. What kind of equipment should he have? 

3. Does he have the right kind of equipment? 

4. Does he know how to use the equipment? 

5. Does he have references? 

6. Does he display knowledge about your type of 
system from experience? 

7. What are my responsibilities to this endeavor and 

how can 1 make the experience count and maximize 
the effort on every ones part? 

11. What do I know about my own system? 

12. Do I have adaptors that might be required to test my 
system? 

13. Will I need to shut down any systems on my tower 

or other adjacent or co-located systems nearby? 

14. What Impedance is my system? (No, that is not a 
joke question.) 

These and many more questions will be touched 
upon as we move along. We will concentrate our initial 
focus on coaxial systems. 

LOOKING ATA SWEEP 

In a perfect world a great line sweep will tell you two 

things: the quality and characteristics of the transmis-

sion system in question- and it will do it with four basic 
types of print outs. The first, the Log Magnitude Return 
Loss graph, answers "What is my VSWR?" 
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This graph has a scale that runs from 0 dB toward 
the bottom of the graph with increasingly negative 

numbers to indicate better responses. You can expect 

a negative number such as - 15.7 dB for a translated 
VSWR of nominally 1:1.5 - or in English 1.5 to 1. This 
Log-Mag graph is set up in frequency from lower to 

higher ( left to right) and from the top of the scale being 
0 dB or infinite VSWR downward to the better num-

bers. The bigger the negative number, the better your 
line. -37 dB is a very nice number. 

The next graph will be the simple VSWR graph. 

This graph is also set up from lower frequency to 
higher frequency, however unlike the Log-Mag graph, 

the reference line is at the bottom of the graph. 
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Excursions toward the top of the graph are bad and 

amblings around the base line are good. VSWR read-
ings of less that 1:1.1 or ( 1.1 to 1) are considered good, 

with typical readings of 1:1.02 being much better. 

Our third graph is a very technical graph but it will tell 

you a great many things about your system. This graph is 
the mysterious Smith chart, displayed in impedance. 
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The theoretically perfect system will display noth-
ing more than a small dot or very small arc or circle. 

This small arc or circle will be in the very center of the 
graph at the region known as 50j0 Ohms. This graph 

will tell you the real impedance of the system along 
with the actual capacitive or inductive reactance. 

The fourth Graph is in a Log-Mag format but the 
lower left to right graph is in distance or in time. 

This graph is generically referred to as the TDR or 

Time Domain graph. This graph will tell you the 
relative health and return loss of every component in 
your system both in band and out of band. 

It is amazing, with four simple pieces of paper the 

entire mystery of your antenna system is laid out before 
you. So, you have these four graphs and hopefully your 
new friend the line sweeper will be able to answer all of 

your questions about the system he has just shot. OK, in 

defense of all line sweepers around the world. We are 

not clairvoyant. We need some help from you, the 
system engineer. 

(Continued on Page 12) 
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OUR 51000 
SERIES RECTIFIER 

IS VIRTUALLY 
"ONE SIZE FITS 

ALL." FOR 
SINGLE PHASE 
TRANSMITTERS 

LESS THAN 
15 KILOWATTS 

TO THREE-PHASE 
TRANSMITTERS 

UP TO 
35 KILOWATTS, 
WE HAVE A 

QUICK, EXPERT 
SOLUTION. 

Upgrades Available 

PHASETEK INC. 

PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility 
and components expertise are avail-
able to design and fabricate any type 
of inductor or special RF component. 

Our engineering and production staff's 
years of experience and commitment 
to quality are available to fill any 
special requirements. 

Dependable 

RELIABLE & DEPENDABLE 

RF COMPONENTS & PARTS 

Variable & Fixed Inductors 
Variable & Fixed Vacuum Capacitors 
Fixed Mica Capacitors 
RF Contactors 
Vacuum RF Contactors 
Test Jacks and Accessories 
Static Drain and Lighting Chokes 
Isolation Inductors 
Sampling Loops 
Dial Counters and Couplers 
Transmission Line Terminations 
Ribbon Clips and Tubing Clamps 
Horn Gaps 
Toroidal Current Transformers 
And More! 

550 California Road, Unit 11 
Quakertown, PA 18951 

Phone: 800-742-7383 215-536-6648 
Fax: 215-536-7180 Email: kgpti@epix.net 

Website: www.phasetekinc.com 

Custom Phasing Systems 

Custom 
Manufactured 

Antenna Phasing Systems 
Control Systems 
AM/MF Antenna Tuning Units 
Diplexers ( NDA/DA and expanded band) 
Triplexers 
Transmitter Combiners 
Dummy Loads (with matching networks) 
Tower Detuning Units/Skirts 
Broadband Matching Networks 
Tunable Skirt Assemblies (TSA's) 
Isolation Transformers 

Experience 

Phasetek's experienced staff of 
engineers and production personnel 
are dedicated to provide the broadcast 
industry the highest quality, custom 
designed phasing equipment. 

Value 
OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE: 

Phasing System Design 
Engineering & Technical Field Support 
AM & FM Installations. 

Rectifier Problems? 
We Have The 
Solution. e 

HVCA 
872B 

We Have CA Rectifiers  

www.rectifiers.com u 800-649-6370 

No matter what transmitter you own, we can provide quality 
rectifiers from stock. We have a reliable, 
cost-effective solution to meet the 
requirements of most AM and FM 
transmitters built since the 1950s at 
prices better than the manufacturers'. 

Digital and Analog Transmitter Audio 

Switching Solutions, Analog to I BOC! 

• • • 7.7 bdi AF A 

• III III 

a 
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The ES-302 Digital Audio SNsitcher/DA/D to A Converter 

i ec) kzi bdi 
er 

The CD5-300 Composite Audio SW iteher/DA 

e.) • 

The CD5-302 Automatic Composite °Audio Switcher/DA 

Introducing the next generation transmitter audio switchers 

from BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal 

path with this series of switcher/DA systems. We have composite 

and digital solutions for your routing and distribution require-
ments. If you system is all digital, choose the AES-302 to auto-

matically switch, distribute and monitor your transmitter audio 

feeds. Still running an analog SIL or stereo generator? Use either 

the CDS-300 or 302 to switch and distribute your baseband audio 

signals. Select one of the optional modules for the CDS series and 
convert your analog signal path into an AES digital output suitable 

for digital exciters and IBOC implementations. Visit our web site 

and download complete information about these problem solver 

products. 

Broadcast Devices, Inc. 
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916 

Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com 
bdi 
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A Report on SBE Activities and Programs 

—a a 

PCN, Six Months Late! 
by Done E. Ericksen 

[SAN FRANCISCO, California - May 2004] It has 
now been about six months since the FCC turned down 

the SBE request for a second six-month stay of the 
requirement to apply Section I 01.103(d) Prior Coordina-
tion Notice ( PCN) frequency coordination protocols to 
950 MHz aural Broadcast Auxiliary Service (BAS) sta-

tions. The SBE requested a second and final stay because 
the BAS records in the Universal Licensing System 
(ULS) continued to have around a 30 percent error rate 

(mostly due to missing data) and a lack of established 
frequency coordination criteria for 950 MHz aural BAS 
stations. 

Although SBE filed an Application /or Review of this 

denial of a second and final stay, the FCC has taken no 

action on that filing, and it is now clear that, for better or 
worse, radio stations have been living in a PCN world 
since Oct. 16, 2003. This article will address some of the 
fallout of this major change in the licensing of Part 74, 
Subpart E, aural BAS stations. 

NEW WORLD OF PCN 

Under the PCN protocols, all aural BAS applications 
must now include a frequency coordination exhibit. That 

exhibit must list the call letters of all studied stations and 
certify that the proposed new or modified facilities will 
protect (i.e., not cause interference to) all existing sta-
tions and pending applications. 

Section 101. I 05(c) of the FCC Rules suggests, but 
does not require, conducting interference studies pursu-
ant Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) Tele-
communications Systems Bulletin TSBIO, "Interference 
Criteria for Microwave Systems." However, this rule 

goes on to state, "Other procedures that follow generally 
acceptable good engineering practices are also accept-
able to the Commission." In effect, the Commission has 

provided a "safe harbor" for PCN studies: If done pursu-
ant to TSBIO, then you should not be second-guessed by 
the FCC. 

Unfortunately, the latest edition of TSB I 0 is version 
F, published back in June 1994. That standard is now 

almost 10 years old and is definitely "long in tooth." It 
does not address modern-day 950 M Ilz aural BAS appli-
cations that can range from single-channel FM monopho-
nic analog STLs with no subcarriers to dual-channel FM 
analog stereo STLs with multiple subscarriers to digital 
STLs. Rather, TSB1OF is more keyed to common carrier, 

multiple-voice and paging channel applications, and to 
TV FM video SIL applications. 

Although work is underway to create an updated 

TSB 10G, addressing modern-day BAS applications in-

cluding hybrid analog-digital TV STLs, that work is 
going very slowly, so do not look for the release of 
TSB1OG anytime soon. 

Section I 01.105(c)(2) of the FCC Rules states that 
"...where the development of the carrier-to-interference 

(C/I) ratio is not covered by generally acceptable proce-
dures, or where the applicant does not wish to develop the 
C/I ratio...," a co-channel C/I ratio of 90 dB, and an 

adjacent-channel C/I ratio of 56 dB, must be used. Thus, 
it would appear that 950 MHz aural BAS PCNs would be 
obligated to use these extreme, default C/I criteria. Is that, 

in fact, happening? Only the commercial microwave 

frequency coordinators (CMFCs) would appear to know, 
and they are not telling. 

PCN PROBLEMS AND GAMES 

Recent PCNs seen by this writer only claim to meet 

"generally accepted engineering criteria," a wonderfully 
vague term that can mean anything. And, it appears that 
the FCC is accepting such PCNs. What is the CMFC's 

basis or source for these "generally accepted engineering 

criteria?" Why does not the PCN simply state what co-
channel and adjacent-channel C/I criteria have been 
applied? 

Perhaps stations receiving such vague PCNs should 

routinely respond with an objection on the basis that the 
PCN fails to explicitly state the interference criteria being 

applied and fails to explicitly state the C/I ratio calculated 
for the notified station. Such a practice, if widespread, 
would quickly put a halt to such vaguely-worded, could-
mean-anything PCNs. 

Another problem experienced by this writer is the use 

of "shotgun" PCNs: a PCN is mailed to all BAS licensees 
within a given radius (or keyhole distance), even if their 
BAS link is neither co-channel nor adjacent-channel to 

the proposed operation. This approach appears to be 
based on de-sensitizing notified stations with a blizzard 
of PCNs. The result may be that a station receiving a PCN 

for a new or modified operation that really would be co-
channel or adjacent-channel will escape a careful review 
by the recipient. 

Indeed, this writer is aware of a case where a major 

market TV station received a PCN, which was forwarded 
by the station manager to the station's engineering con-
sultant (me) with a request to review the proposal. Since 

the PCN failed to identify the call letters of my client's 
BAS link(s) that had supposedly been studied, a search of 
the ULS had to be made to identify the co-channel or 

adjacent-channel BAS link(s) that had supposedly trig-
gered the sending of a PCN. But, no such co-channel or 
adjacent-channel links could be found. 

Somewhat mystified, an email was sent back to the 
general manager asking him to identify the BAS links that 
were involved. The mystery was solved when the station 

chief engineer responded with an explanation that the 
station had no fixed microwave links in the 7 Gliz TV 

BAS band in question. At this point, it became clear that 
CMFC had mailed PCNs to all TV stations in the market, 
regardless of whether the TV station had a co-channel or 
adjacent-channel TV BAS link. This episode cost the TV 

station an unnecessary hour of my time, all because the 
CMFC was cutting corners in the PCN process. 

RESPONSIBLE PCN 

The PCN process does not mean that an applicant 
selects a path, frequency and polarization without benefit 

of a detailed engineering study and waits to see if notified 
stations undertake (or have their engineering consultant 
undertake) their own independent engineering study to 

see if the notifying party got things right. 

Rather, it is incumbent on the applicant to first satisfy 
itself that the proposed new or modified path will not 
cause interference to any existing or already applied for 
link, before burdening third-parties with a PCN mailing. 
Section 101.103(d)( I ) gives guidance in this regard where 
it states,"...however, the party being coordinated with is 
not obligated to suggest changes or re-engineer a pro-
posal in cases involving conflicts," but unfortunately 

does not caution against the sending of PCN "spam" to an 
unnecessarily wide number of stations. 

This writer believes such a practice is contrary to the 
intent of the PCN process, and if some CMFCs continue 

to do this, a rule change may be needed to make it clear 
that an applicant's PCN "homework" is to be done first, 
and that only potentially affected co-channel and adja-

cent-channel links are to receive such notices. Of course, 

this pre-PCN homework should include checking to 
ensure the proposed new or modified link will not receive 
interference from any existing BAS link or pending BAS 

application. Although the FCC only cares that interfer-

ence not be caused, and not whether interference might 
be received, the party retaining the CM FC certainly cares. 

DEALING WITH MISSING DATA 

Another issue is what to do when a to-be-protected 

link is missing critical information in the ULS. Does that 
mean the existing link need not be studied, or that some 
arbitrary receive location, height, of dish type can be 

assumed? This writer believes that an existing BAS link, 
even one with missing data, is nevertheless entitled to 
protection. 

While parameters such as receiving antenna height 
and receiving antenna type can be conservatively esti-
mated, generally that is never the case for missing or 
bogus geographic coordinates (e.g., alpha data or out-of-

range data). For example, if assuming a tall receiving 
antenna height and a minimally-directive, parallel-polar-

ized receiving antenna for a protected station still shows 
no predicted interference, such an approach is conserva-

tive to the protected station and acceptable. But if the 
receive-end geographic coordinates are missing or bo-
gus, this data must generally always be obtained, even if 
that requires considerable effort. 

The FCC website has a listing of CMFCs, at http:// 
wi re less. fcc.gov/m i crowave/coord i nators. html. How-
ever, a new CMFC has begun offering PCN services and 
does not appear on the FCC list: Terrestrial RF Licensing 

in Tulsa, OK (www.RFLicensing.com — a subsidiary of 
Clear Channel Communications). 

With about 1,200 radio stations in the United States, 
Clear Channel decided to do its own PCNs rather than 

retain the services of one or more CMFCs and has now 
apparently decided to offer CMFC services to stations 
not owned by Clear Channel. Their brochure suggests 
that they understand the steps required of a properly done 

PCN, and this writer wishes them well. 

Dane Ericksen, P.E.. CSRTE. is the Chairman o/ the SBE 
FCC Liaison Committee, as well as Senior Engineer. Hammett 
& Edison. Inc.. Consulting Engineers. San Francisco. Cali-
larnia. He can he reached at dericksen(a)h-c orn 
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Cam-D TM (Compatible AM-Digital) 

The new Hybrid Digital solution for modernizing AM Radio 

Lets you enjoy full fidelity 15 kHz AM Stereo 

. plus 

The latest version of POWER-side Tm extends your coverage 

. . plus 

Provides Digital Data Flow as fast as you can read it. 

All within your legal bandwidth with no increased interference. 

even to your first adjacent channel neighbors. 

And, your station sounds better — even with existing radios. 

Of course, like all KCI products 

Cam-D TM -is not afraid of the dark.' 

KAHN COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
338 Westbury Avenue 

Carle Place, New York 11514 

New York City Office 
212-983-6765 

BROADCAST TOOLS /NM 

"Rack-Ables 

it • . tt. . _ 

SS 2.1D1 

• 
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SS 4.1E11 SILENCE MONITOR HI 

SS 8.111 RA-1 with FP-II Filler Panel 

The upgraded SS 2.1/TERM III & BNC Ill switcher/routers are improved with new 
front panel switches. They may be used as a desktop device, and are equipped with 

mounting holes for wall mount installation or may be installed on the new RA-1 

"Rack-Able" 1RU mounting shelf. 

The new "Rack-Able" SS 4.1 III switcher replaces the popular SS 3.1 while adding a 

forth stereo input channel and front panel control. We've kept the best of the SS 3.1 

features and added a few more. 

The new Silence Monitor Ill improves on the features of the original SSM, with front-

panel control, removable screw terminals, "Plug & Play" installation, built-in program 

switcher, restore timing delay, aural alarm and relays for most remote functions. 

Now rackable! 

The new SS 8.1 11 switcher replaces the popular 6x1 with the addition of two more 

stereo input channels and GPI, while keeping the price the same! The SS 8.1 II may be 

desktop, wall mounted or installed on the new "Rack-Able" mounting shelf. 

The new RA- 1 ( 1- RU rack shelf) provides mounting for three tri -rack or two half- rack 

"Rack-Able" configured products. The RA- 1 is pre- drilled for flush and recessed product 

mounting. The RA- 1 is furnished with filler panels and mounting hardware. 

_  

tools 
www.broadcasttoo1s.com 

Look for additional " Rack-Able"products soon. 

639 Sunset Park Drive • Suite 101 
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 USA 
(360) 854-9559 • FAX: ( 360) 854-9479 

Experience Exceptional Quality, 
Reliability and Service! 

Experience Armstrong Transmitter! 
Our single tube FM 
transmitters offer you 
exceptional quality and 
affordable prices. 

Built for the "real world" 
environment these RF 
workhorses offer long 
term reliability and 

features not found in 
any other single tube 

transmitter available. 

Like Fiber Optic PA 

arc detection, PA 
thermostatic protection 
Roll Out Power Supply, 
and Key Component 
temperature sensors 

Armstrong Transmitter brings you the best RF 
products, the best around the clock support and the best 
prices ....because you deserve nothing less! 

ARMSTRONG 
TRANSMITTER CORPORAT ON 

web: www.armstrongtx.com ph:315-673-1269 
email: sales@armstrongtx.com fx:315-673-9972 
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OUTPUT POWER 20 W(ADJUSTABLE) 

AVAILABLE FREQUENCIES FROM 200 MHz 

UP TO 960 MHz ( 20 MHz STEPS) 

DOUBLE CONVERSION 

INPUTS: MPX,MONO, 3 SCA 

EXTERNALLY SYNTHESIZED 

HIGH SENSIBILITY 

2 YEARS LIMITED W•ARRANTY 

SERVICE 

phone. ; 305) 477-0973 

(305) 477-0974 
fax. ( 305) 477-0611 

3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112 

MIAMI, F onda 33122 USA 

OMB AMERICA 

ttp://www.omib.com 

usa@omib.com 

more information about STL 
please visit us www.omb.com 
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ItVZePhYreS 10 th Birthday I 

What clients are saying 
about Zephyr Xport and 
Zephyr Xstream: 

"We do a lot of remotes... we use Zephyr 
Xports for about half of our remote broad-

casts. My remote tech tells me ' It doesn't 
retrain or drop. The connection is very sta-
ble." 

Vic Jester Market DoE. Radio One. -itlanta 

"We sent stereo music and two presenter 

microphones into the Zephyr Xstream and 
applied basic limiting using the built-in 

processor — the mixer is very flexible and 
easily configurable, making it simple to set 
up in the field." 

Alex Laker. Chic" Engineer Virgin Radio 

"Xport's audio quality is outstanding. The 
aacPlus algorithm provides great fidelity... 

Every hit, the metal sticks hitting each 
other, conversations from the field, all 
were reproduced with great clarity over 
the POTS line." 

Michael Black. GM, WEDS. Geneva, New York 

"I was wary of using a compressed link, 
but the Zephyr Xstream's AAC algorithm is 
incredible. The on-air audio is the best 
we've ever had ." 

James Turuaville, Chief Engineer 

WA Y- FM Media Group 

"We were out in the mud [at the Bonnaroo 

Music Festival] and the phone line had 
been run over by a thousand cars. But the 
Zephyr Xport worked great!" 

Jake Glan.r. Engineer Sirius Satellite Radio 

"Zephyr Xstream is in a class of its own, 
the only codec really worth having for 
main broadcast ISDN." 

.11clint<hon, Senior Sound Supervisor BBC News 

When we first married MP3 

to be the most-loved audio c 

more than 10,000 Zephyr ( 

• 0 0 
0 0 0 
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Get two award-winning codecs — Zephyr Xstream & Zephyr 
Xport POTS — for just $4,995 US MSRP. Add ISDN capabili-
ty (with G722 and low delay MPEG AAC-LD coding) to your 
Xport for just $399 more, or... 

You'll g 

of kn ow 

using in 

coding. 

Zephyr Xport with built-in ti 

remotes, sporting events, int 

to any POTS phone line for 

you'll get stunning audio and 

Best of all, you'll receive yo 

the special price of just $4,9' 

(There are more special Zepl 

ask your Telos dealer.) But d 

only good through Fehr-nary; 



bury óu get the present). 

vith ISDN in 1993, we had no idea that their offspring would grow up 

dec ever. But it has, and its popularity keeps growing — there are now 

decs in radio stations and production studios around the globe. 

ificant deserves a special present, so here it is: the Zephyr 10th 

undle, a complete codec package at a once-in-a-decade price. 

t the best-selling Zephyr Xstream for your studio, and the satisfaction 

rig you can make CD-quality ISDN connections to virtually anywhere 

ustry-standard MPEG Layer 3 or MPEG AAC 

,nd for your remote kit, the award-winning 

'o channel mixer — perfect for sponsored 

rviews and live appearances. Just plug in , 

n aacPlusTM link to your Zephyr Xstream; 
, ..,* 

rock-solid connections. 

ir Zephyr 10th Birthday Bundle for 

5 US MSRP — over $ 1,800 in savings. 

yr bundles to fit specific needs; just 

)n't delay — this special offer is 

2004. ,a 
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...Upgrade to the Ultimate Remote Bundle: a rack-mount 

Zephyr Xstream for the studio and a portable Zephyr Xstream 

MXP with 4-channel DSP mixer and onboard audio processing 

by Omnia, for only $ 7,294 US MSRP. 

AUDIO NETWORKS 

telos-systems.com 

Telos, the Telos logo, Zephyr, Zephyr Xstream. Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation, 2003. TLS Corporation. All rights reserved. aacPlus (TM) Coding Technologies. 



EAS Watch 
EAS: Can't Live With It; 
Can't Live Without It 

By Mark Allen - WSAB President and CEO 

[OLYMPIA, Washington- May 2004] It has often been 
said that America's form of self-governing democracy is the 

worst political governance system in the world — except for 
all the others. Much the same can be said of the Emergency 
Alert System and its highest profile application, the AMBER 

alert. 
Those of us who work with EAS and AMBER alerts 

every day see the system from the inside, and we notice all 
of the warts and shortcomings. We hear activations with 

poor audio. We experience tests in which equipment or 
operator error causes problems. And while we sometimes 
wonder if it is not more trouble than it is worth, it really is 

not our judgment to make. 

THE SYSTEM CAN WORK 

Ask the families of kids who were recovered because of 
an AMBER alert. They will tell you this is a terrific system. 

And countless thousands of people in the Midwest owe their 
lives to the EAS — those people who raced to higher ground 
just ahead of floodwaters because they were notified by their 

local broadcaster through an EAS activation — they are 
grateful for EAS warnings. These are just two examples. 

On the other hand, if you ask the folks in Yakima about 

the eruption of Mount St. Helens, the things they say about 
EAS's precessor (EBS and its infamous "daisy-chain" 
architecture) are not pleasant. A systemic failure resulted 

in their learning of the disaster from clouds ofashes raining 
down on them! 

Rather than throw the baby out with the bath water, we 
need to continue to identify problems and work toward 

solutions. The EAS is a very complicated, high-tech en-

deavor. Few of us recall the problems that seemed so 
monumental when we first began to design Washington's 
Emergency Alert System; most of them seem trivial now. 

Still, the EAS is so complex, with so many people and 
emergency response agencies having access to activate the 
system, that we have created a lot of opportunities for 
failure. We can only identify so many of them in advance; 

we need to fix those and aggressively attack the unantici-

pated problems. 
Meanwhile, the use of EAS for AMBER alerts has had 

an unexpected benefit, which will help further fine-tune 

the System. For the first time, management and program-
mers have the EAS on their minds. They are beginning to 
become engaged in learning about the EAS, its capabilities 
and its limitations. And they are actively engaged in 

forging solutions. 
Washington recently revised its AMBER Alert State-

wide Plan with the input and participation of a number of 

broadcasters, from management to programming to engi-
neering. Station engineers will now be getting more atten-

tion when they press for assistance with EAS. 
New opportunities for enhancing the EAS are on the 

horizon. Washington and Arizona broadcasters are lead-
ing in the development of an AMBER Alert Web Portal to 

serve stations directly from local law enforcement, using 
"push" technology to deliver information and notification 
to broadcasters and others who are involved in AMBER 

alerts. 
Satellite delivery of EAS is a reality in some states and 

is on the agenda in others, including Washington. And the 
Partnership for Public Warning has issued a lengthy cri-
tique of EAS, suggesting a number of improvements that 
could lead to the integration of several warning systems 
into one "all-hazards" warning system. 

BALANCING THE MISSIONS 

Free, over-the-air broadcasters have two conflicting 
missions — with a certain tension between them. On the one 
hand, broadcasters must serve the public interest. Delivery 

of emergency information ties each and every local station 

AM Ground Systems Co. 
Ground System Construction, 

Evaluation & Repair 

1-877-766-2999 
www.amgroundsystems.com 

0 Has your station lost coverage over time? 

0 is your AM ground system over 30 years old? 

0 Do you have a new CP or are moving transmitter sites? 

0 Has your ground system been damaged or vandalized? 

O Is your base Impedance or directional pattern unstable? 

-Just wondering if you are getting all of the range your otetiOnle _ 

capable of? 

_lf-tpe-ànswer to any of these questions Is 
_Call-tb-cleyfte -a free construction, repair or evaluation quote 

  de On-time 

  Workmanege-____ 

---------z------ Tower Tune-up 

dgetary Estimates 

uotes 

directly into its community. EAS may not always work the 

way broadcasters would prefer, but when it is used, citi-

zens and public policy makers quickly realize the value of 

their local broadcasters. 
On the other hand, radio and television stations are 

businesses that must make money to stay in business. It 

does not help when EAS sometimes does unpredictable 
things that have a detrimental effect on the ability of a 

station to be self-sustaining. It is true — you have to do well 
in order to do good. 

As the congressional lobbyist for Washington's local 

broadcasters, I can tell you there is more discussion now 
about the public interest obligations of broadcasters than 

ever before. No one — certainly not broadcasters — is talking 
about doing away with stations' responsibility to deliver 

timely emergency information. 
However, what they are talking about ought to put our 

concerns about the EAS's warts into perspective. There are 
other delivery systems for emergency information out 

there. Policy makers are aware of them and they are 
looking at how they can be integrated into the existing 
emergency warning structure. 

One possibility is they could decide to ignore broad-
casters and go around us, warning the public without 
broadcasters' assistance. We should be most concerned 

about that development because it will weaken the link we 
have with our viewers and listeners, and to the opinion 
leaders and elected policy makers in our communities. It is 

the first step onto a slippery slope that ends in the destruc-
tion of the fundamental principle of American broadcast-
ing: Localism. 

We are not likely to see a new self-governance model 

for America anytime soon. So, we will struggle along with 
the worst system in the world— except for all the others. We 
do have the opportunity to persevere in the continuous 
quality improvement of the EAS. It is fundamental to the 
survival of local broadcasting because it is one of the 
strongest connections we can make to our community. 

Mark Allen is the President & CEO of the Washington 
State Association of Broadcasters in Olympia, WA. Allen 
can he reached via email at Iva-broadeastersgearthlink.net 

Small Package... 
Big Performance! 

What Could You bo With 1.8 Watts? 
Plenty, if it's a Decade FM- 850. 

FCC Certified, the FM-850 is a 1.8 watt exciter/transmitter which 

can be used as a first stage exciter, a low power translator or use 

with leaky coax for controlled radiation in a defined area. 

Only one rack space will be required to mount this versatile 

exciter/transmitter. Consider buying one as an emergency back-up 

exciter. Have multiple stations? No problem. The FM-850 easily 

tunes across the broadcast band right from the front panel with a 

stability equal to or greater than .0008%. 

Order the stereo version and you'll be amazed at the separation 

greater than 45dB. Please call us or go to our web site for further 

details. 

Decade Transmitters Inc. 
3232 Richard Street, 

Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada J1L 1Y2 

Toll free ( Canada- USA): 1-888-428-4323 

Tel: 1-819-563-4323 Fax: 1-819-563-3244 

http://www.decade.ca 

US Sales: Erickson Broadcast Service 
1-888-830-8223 www.EBSradio.com 
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A Short Trip Back to 1953 
by Clay Freinwald, CPBE 

An old magazine, ali,w minutes to relax, and out comes 
an interesting look at radio history! 

[SEATTLE, Washington - May 2004] Sometimes, it 
seems the older we get the more we enjoy looking back. 
Mind you, I am not admitting anything! At any rate, a co-
worker recently handed me a stack ofmagazines, and to my 
delight I found a Radio & Television News from September 
1953 — just over 50 years 
ago. Thumbing through 
this gem brought back 
memories of how things 

were when I was a lad, 

dreaming of one day 
working in this field (I 
started in 1959). 

Fifty years ago, Tele-
vision was new and there 
were few lines separat-

ing Amateur Radio, 
Broadcasting and Radio 
TV servicing. Come with 
me and share the many 
delights found in this old publication as we reflect on some 
of the many changes that have taken place. 

RADIO a 
TELEVISION 

TURNING THE PAGES 

Ile cover picture features a fellow setting in a radio 
studio in the Radio-TV building at the L.A. County Fair 
grounds. The old RCA Console is flanked by pedestal 

mounted 16-inch turntables, and lots of patch bays 
something that snowed most Dis. To the right is tape 
equipment made by Magnecord and Concertone. On the 

desk are three phones. My goodness, were multi-line 
phones not yet invented? 

Just inside is an ad for the National Radio Institute. 
One section reads: "Radio is bigger than ever with over 
3000 Broadcasting stations on the air making good jobs. 
Now there's Television, too. About 200 TV stations are on 
the air with many more being built." Wow, have things 
changed — we have just a few more stations today! 

Page four carries the masthead for the publication 
where they use the terms, "First in Radio-Television-

Electronics." The term "electronics" was just starting to be 
used; prior to that the word Radio was used alone. With TV 
coming along, a new term was required that included all 
those "new-fangeled" things. 

MORE ADS 

1 he ad for Bell Telephone Laboratories (remember 
them'?) shows pieces of wood sitting in ajar filled with a 
solution they were developing to preserve telephone poles. 

One can only guess the EPA had not yet come along — they 
would sure have a cow now! 

Hallicrafters had a full page ad for their Ham Radio 

receivers, showing how Ham Radio was very much in-
cluded in the mix back then. I remember years ago a local 
TV station here in Seattle would not hire an engineer unless 
he had a Ham License; the rationale then was the "ham" did 
not think of working with equipment as just a job. Today's 

equivalent would be hiring a fellow to do IT because he has 
been playing with computers for years. 

Electro-Voice was advertising a new line of UHF-TV 

Converters. The device promised to add all UHF-TV 
channels to VHF sets, from 14 to 83. This was before the 

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RA0101 

- 
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• 28 Years of Personal Service • Extensive Rental Fleet 
• Experienced Technical Stiff • Rep for 600+ Companies 
• New & Rebuilt Audio and RF • Trade-In's Welcomed 

WEST COAST 
Doug Tharp 
Voice 866-673-9287 
Cell 818-398-7314 
dtharpOsan rr com 

SOUTH-WEST 
Tyler Callis 
Cell 817-312-6338 
tylercallisq.iinlegrdy com 

CENTRAL 
Bernie O'Brien 
Cell 731-695-1714 
bermeobeearthlink net 

MID-WEST 
Mary Schnelle 
Voice 1-800-245-4307 
Fax 513-683-1343 
rnscnneleyreryschnelle corn 

MID-SOUTH 

Bob Mayben 
VoicE, 877-391-2650 
Fax 256-543-0595 
bobmaybenreusa corn 

NORTH-EAST 

Jim Peck 
Voice 315-623-7655 
Cell 315,130-7458 
joeck001(tiewcny rr.com 

SOUTH-ATLANTIC 

Art White 
liticelFax 770-832-1295 
Cell 770-630-9942 
whitear 

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE 
PINEVILLE, N.C. 
Toll FREE 800-438-6040 

et* e  Fax 704-889-4540 tJ e ere 
Email sales@scmsinc.com 

www.scrnsinc.com 

All-Channel TV law; back then it was expected that all the 
TV channels would fill up quickly. Unfortunately, that did 
not happen, and this set-aside spectrum would become a 

source ofresentment by those in other services, who would 
grow to think ofbroadcasters as spectrum hogs. Eventually 
their argument got traction. As we watch the roll out of 

DTV, it is likely the once mighty chunk of the airwaves set 
aside for TV will undergo the axe. 

"HI-FI" STANDARDS 

Next in the magazine is an interesting editorial regard-
ing the term — "Hi-Fi" — relative to various tape recorders 

then available. The good ones claimed a response all the 
way up ... to 10,000 cycles. (Yes, they still said "cycles" in 
1953.) Many companies then were jumping on the new 
term trying to convince consumers their gear was meeting 
the "new-standards." Hi-Fi has a new meaning — state-of-
the-art, cool, Digital. Why else do we have Digital Micro-

phone Cable and Digital Speaker Wire? 
On the facing page is an Allied Radio ad. I can 

remember getting one of those catalogs when I was a kid 
and pouring over every page, learning about the parts and 

pieces used to put "stuff' together. Remember their answer 
to the Heathkit? It was the Knight-Kit. And what is now at 
100 Western Avenue in Chicago? 

Page 12 had a "two-color" ad for Raytheon. It is hard 
to remember print ads with just two colors, but in 1953 this 

was a big, eye-catching deal. Among my early memories of 
Raytheon gear was traveling to a market about 100 miles 

south of here to work on a station where a friend had just 
become manager. 

In the control room was a huge Raytheon console. The 
transmitter was also a Raytheon, an RA- I000 if I recall; it 
had push-button motor tuning, 833 tubes and a push-pull 
final. I still have, in its little envelope, a mint condition 
Raytheon CK-722. 

Stay tuned for another installment of how radio was 

fifty years ago. 

Clay Freinwala enjays nileeting the history of broadcasting 
and how some things have changed over the years. while other things 
have not changed at all. Contact Clay at Ii7CItgwollenet. corn 

BALSYS  

Balsys provides any combination 
of turnkey, project oversight and 

coordination, or individualized 
services on a nationwide basis. 

LI Workflow & Systems Analysis 

1=1 Equipment Recommendations 

1=1 Furniture Design & Fabrication 

13 Wiring Design 

1:1 Prewiring & Test 

El On-Site Installation & Test 

U Training 

• Studio Facilities 

• Technical Operation Centers 

• AM & FM Transmission Sites 

• Prefab Buildings 

• Towers & Antennas 

Studio Installation 
Studio Furniture 
RF Installation 
A unique combination of 

technical design and 
installation services with 

custom furniture design & 
fabrication, provides full 

service capabilities that 
assure new construction 
efficiency and quality as 
well as expansion of 
existing facilities at 
affordable cost. 

Balsys Technology Group, Inc. 

Balsys Wood Arts, Inc. 

930 Carter Road #228 — 232 
Winter Garden, FL 34787 

Tel: 407-656-3719 
Fax: 407-656-5474 

sales@balsys.com 
www.balsys.com 

References Provided Upon Request - Balsys is Fully Insured 

"Value Is The Realization Of A Job Accomplished Professionally, 
On Schedule, And Within Budget" 
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Radio in Motion 
Planning Sucessful Remotes 

by Mike Erickson 
.1 

[NEW YORK CITY. New York - May 20041 The 
Remote: taking the radio station out on the road. Anyone 
who has worked a remote broadcast knows for sure that 

when you leave the cozy and comfortable studio, anything 

can happen - and usually does. 

Nevertheless, successful remotes are not impossible. 
The keys to having a successful remote arc planning and 

preparation. 

"THE REMOTE IS WHEN?" 

If you are lucky enough, you will have sufficient 
advance notice of the remote. This is paramount for radio 
stations relying on ISDN and POTS (Plain Old Telephone 

Service) codees to deliver audio to the studio. ( In this 
article, we will focus on remotes using ISDN and POTS as 

opposed to RPUs.) 
In New York City, for example, you need to order the 

circuit at least a month before the show. I f you do not have 
enough time to order ISDN, there are a number of quality 
POTS codees on the market with audio quality that is more 

than acceptable for a remote broadcast. For flexibility, you 
might consider having both ISDN and POTS gear on hand. 

Engineer Russ Skadl shows off 
one of the tools of the trade. 

By the way, if you plan on using a cell phone with a 
codee, be sure there is sufficient system capacity so that 
you are not tossed off unexpectedly, or suffer audio degra-

dation. Sometimes other local engineers can and will 
volunteer information on what local systems are especially 

good — and which are drop-out prone. 

THE SITE SURVEY 
As soon as feasible, schedule a site survey to get the 

layout of the venue. If you can, take the PD or someone 
from promotions along on this trip; let them decide where 

they want to place the set-up. It will make things move 

much more smoothly if your site survey trip includes 
someone at the venue ( in a management position) who can 
make your needs happen. You do not want to be dealing 

with someone who is not qualified to get your requests 

approved. 
As you look over the on-site accommodations, make 

sure they have enough phone lines for your needs - and that 

the phones are compatible with your equipment. For ex-
ample, avoid those digital "dial 9 to get out" in-house 
systems. Many of these will make POTS codees unstable 

or they may not work at all. What you want to find is good 

old regular POTS. 
Another point: Check for power. Make sure they can 

supply enough to run your equipment, plus anything else 
you may need to power ( like a Public Address system, or 

lights). Speaking of the PA: many places will have one in 

place. Inquire about it and see if it meets your needs. 

BE CERTAIN WHERE IT IS 
Make sure the phone compnay knows where the re-

mote is loctaed. It is always easier when the venue can 
order lines, but sometimes the radio station picks up the tab 

and it is up to the engineer to make sure the phone company 
knows where. They also need to know whom to call; make 

sure you let the venue representative at the meeting know 

that they will be the contact for the phone company, and 
that they understand where you need the lines installed. 

Get contact names and numbers for everyone at the 
venue with whom you think you will need to remain in 

contact. Print it out, and leave a copy at the studio. If the 
remote is outside, decide in advance on an emergency 
indoor location for regrouping in case of weather prob-

lems. 

Remote mixers — then and now. 

ORDERING THE LINES 
Once you have scoped out the location, it is time to 

prepare the needed gear. If the venue can supply the phone 
lines you need, that is best. But, since most places do not 
have ISDN service, you will probably have to order it. 

Indeed, there will be times when you will have to order 

everything. 
Give the phone company the correct contact name and 

number at the venue. If possible, try to be at the site when 

the phone company comes to install (this is not always 
possible with tight schedules). If you cannot be on the site 
the day of the install, the venue representative that attended 

the meeting should know where you want everything 
installed. 

Consult your ISDN codee owner's manuals so you 
order the correct type of ISDN service. Do not fOrget to 
make sure you have long distance capability if you are 

outside your local area. There is nothing as frustrating as 
getting to a remote and finding out you cannot dial the 

station. 

COVER ALL THE BASES 

Take down all the information relating to the line when 

you place the order. Many times all the necessary informa-
tion on the circuit will not be available right away, but the 
phone company will be able to supply an order number so 

you can call back and reference the order. Remember to tell 
the phone company the date you want service connected 
(3-5 days before the remote) as well as the date you want 
service disconnected. (The bookkeeper will not be your 

friend if bills continue arriving for phone lines from old 
remote sites.) 

The phone company needs contact information, too. 
Give them a call back number and/or a cell number that will 

either have a human or machine pick up during business 
hours. Sometimes you can also leave an e-mail address so 

they can email all the circuit/phone information to you. Do 
not forget the name of the operator who took the order. 

Usually it is a first name and an ID/Badge number. This 

way, you can get back to the same person should an 

emergency arise. 
You should call the phone company back after a day or 

so if they do not call you. By now, they should have more 
information on your order. For ISDN, you will want to 
know SPID numbers, circuit ID, switch type. For POTS 

phone lines, area code and number. 

AFTER THE PHONE LINES ARE INSTALLED 

It is important to keep following up; you should make 

it a point to get out to the venue and check the lines. Do not 

forget to bring your paperwork (with SPIDS and contact 

numbers). If you can, plan to be there when the lines are 
actually installed. If not, schedule to be there for a test 
through to the station as soon as possible. Stay in contact 

with the phone company should there be any problems 

with the circuit or phone lines. 

PACKING FOR THE REMOTE 

l'he best thing is to think ahead: take the time to make 

sure you have not forgotten anything. Since different 
remotes call for different equipment, it might make sense 
to develop a couple of different "checklists." 

When packing for the remote, include plenty of adap-

tors cables, extension cords andyour backup POTS codees 
and couplers; you never know when your main path may 
give up! I f your setup location is some distance from where 
the talent is, an audio snake makes life a lot easier for 

sending audio back and forth. Although a lot of codees 
have built-in mixers, some do not have enough inputs or 
outputs. By planning out all the audio paths at the remote 

ahead of time, you will know if the built-in mixer will be 

able to handle what you need to do. 
Another contingency to consider: if you are doing a 

remote at a big event, someone may want a feed of your 
audio. Make sure you have the ability to accommodate 
most requests; if you have the feeling that your built-in 

mixer will not cut it, drag along another mixer of your 
choice. I think your best bet is an A/B mixer or a stereo 

mixer where you can pan the channels. 
If you are outdoors and have an indoor emergency 

location in mind, bring along a mini set-up so that you can 
get something on the air quickly should bad weather arise. 

No matter how many you pack, extra headsets and/or 
microphones are always needed, including one for your-

self. And you can 
never have 
enough power 

strips. The best 
clocks are digital 

with seconds dis-

play; during the 
setup, ensure it is 
synchronized 
with the clock at 

the station (and 
that the battery is 
not dying). I fyour 
station does not 
operate in delay, 

a tuner can be a good backup for audio return from the 
station should you end up on a one-way coupler. If it 
operates in delay, make sure the console is configured 

properly for mix minus. 
Do not forget your PA if one has been requested. Also, 

do not leave it to programming to remember to request any 
extras they might expect you to bring - things such as fax 
machines or computers. Sometimes they will need special 

items like wireless microphones. 

And, in addition to all the programming gear, make 
sure you have a toolbox with the essential tools to handle 
problems that crop up, and they will. A tone generator is 

very helpful to zero out the level, and you might include a 
feedback destroyer if you are using a PA that can be turned 
up to I I. Having someone technically competent back at 
the studio during setup is a major plus, not to mention a 
helper (perhaps even an intern) on site. Ten minutes into 
the remote, it will be clear "something" was forgotten. 

A reminder: before you leave the station, remember to 
take your paperwork! You never know when you may 
need to call someone for assistance. And that photocopy of 

the contact numbers you left at the studio can be a "remote 

saver" if they need to get in touch with you. 

(Continued on Page 22) 

It is always a good idea to pack food for 
the remote. You never know when you 
will eat again, and the author does not 
like to miss a meal. 
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Radio in Motion 
Continued from Page 20 

MAKING THE REMOTE HAPPEN 

It really is a good plan to be at the remote two to two and 

a half hours before airtime. This allows you plenty of time 
to set up the gear correctly and avoid most common 
problems. Get your main and backup audio paths going 
(ISDN/POTS codecs) so you know your lines are working. 
Now you are free to set-up the rest of the gear. 

You will want to feed the talent the entire mix: the local 
audio at the remote, and the mix-minus audio coming back 

to the remote from the station. What works best for me is 
to pan all the mi-

crophone chan-
nels A/B (center) 

while panning the 
return to the B 
side. You can 
feed the B chan-
nel ( local audio 
plus the return 
audio) to the tal-
ent and the PA, 

while the A side 
(microphones 
only) is fed back to the station. It is important that the 
console at the studio is configured for the proper mix 
minus. 

Position your PA so your audience can hear the broad-
cast, but far enough away so it does not introduce feed-
back. Testing the PA with all the microphones open will 
help to detect any possible areas of feedback. Use your 

feedback destroyer to tweak i f you need to do so. Make sure 
your backup indoor site ( if you are outdoors) is OK, and 
you have a plan for what to do so you can change locations 
with minimum downtime. 

The author is caught on the phone 

deep in remote. "Is it too late to get 

these lines activated? We're on the air 

in 30 minutes." 

,11;11 

SET IDEO CALL 

MODULATION 

7". 

SET FRED CALL 

rro 

MODULATION 

My Computer 
Internet 
Explorer 

wizard 
now 

Once your talent has arrived, get them into position and 
run the microphone checks. Remember, however, actual 

on-air levels will be different than the whispering micro-
phone check that is usually given. 

All that is left is the countdown to "showtime." That 
and time for a quick prayer! If you planned and prepared, 
everything should flow without a hitch and you can be 

proud of a job well done. 

AFTER THE REMOTE 

Try and pack up as neatly as possible. We know you 

want to get out of there. But just tossing everything into the 

van is the best way to damage something — and you know 
it will bite you at the next remote. 

If you are doing another remote later from the same site 

(and the venue is outside), secure the phone/ISDN jacks in 
a plastic bag to protect from the elements. Canvass the area 
and make sure you did not leave anything behind ( like the 

wireless microphone system I forgot at one remote when 
security moved us out in a hurry). That is much better than 
having to explain the expense to the bookkeeper. 

As you head back to the station, you have a few minutes 

to go over everything in your mind, and take care of any 
loose ends. What went well, and what needs some repair 
attention? Remember to call the phone company and 

confirm the line disconnection. l f the station is automated. 
is it back to "normal operation?" It is now officially time 
to heave a large sigh, and head for the barn. Get ready to 
relax and enjoy some refreshment. 

Ofcourse the next remote is coming up soon, with its own 
special challenges. Be prepared, and you will survive! 

Mike Erick .von iv a veteran of many remote Invadcastsfrom all 

sorts (0/ /ocations. lit, 0'01 has had succes.vfill remotes. Contact Mike 

al wirelessmediata'toompittermail.net 
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Battery Test Circuit 
By Dave Dunsmoor 

[MINOT, North Dakota - May 2004] 

This tech tip idea came from watching a 
friend checking car batteries at an alternator 

shop. Using a carbon pile load, he took a fully 
charged battery, loaded it down to 10 V, then 

checked the current delivered at that voltage. 
That told him whether or not the battery 
could deliver the proper current, regardless 

of its open circuit voltage reading. 
We have a policy of replacing the 

backup power batteries in some of our 

equipment every two years whether they 
need it or not. 

Otherwise the "need" for replacement 
is determined by running the equipment on 

a battery, with the AC mains off, for a 
given amount of time. 

The problem with running equipment 

on battery power is if the batteries are not 

up to the task, one could have an unsched-
uled outage, and on some equipment that is 
not acceptable ATCT communications 

control for example. 
Not having a carbon pile load,1 set about 

to make a variable DC dummy load. It seemed 

to me that by carefully biasing a power 
transistor, I could create a variable "resistor." 

The entire project was designed mostly 
with available parts; I started out with a 
2N3055, but ended up burning them out. 

Although I was exceeding neither the volt-

age or current ratings, the power dissipa-
tion rating was not sufficient. I settled on a 

300 watt unit that seemed to work just fine, 

fused the collector current at 15 A, and 
made the ammeter read full scale at 10 A. 

I limited the base voltage to 3.3 V ( eb 
max voltage is 5 V) with a zener, put a 
thermal cutout on the heatsink and placed 
it in series with the base current. I put a 
variable resistor in the base current path, 
and I now had a variable 300 watt load, that 
could actually handle up to 24 V at I 0 A. 

The ammeter is a 0-100 mA unit, 

shunted with 20 gauge enamel wire. I took 

a headlight, ran it off a power supply, and 
using a Fluke meter for the calibration 
standard, I trimmed the enamel wire to a 
length that would make the ammeter read 

the same as the Fluke ( 100 ma = 10 A). 

Now 1 can check the batteries ( 12 V 

gel-cell types) quite easily. I put a couple of 
voltage test points on the unit to be able to 

monitor the battery voltage as I vary the 
current. If one wanted to double the power 
handling capacity, adding another transis-
tor (and much larger heatsink) would be 

the ticket, using the same (common) base 
current control circuitry. 

Battery Tester schematic found at: 
www.radio-guide.comitips.html 

Dave Dunsmoor is a cvntraei engineer in the 

Mina!, ND area. Email: mrfixii(aaniemidcanet 
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BCRA and the Public File 
by Ken Benner, NCE 

[TUCSON, Arizona - May 2004] Once again the 
Washington FCC legal profiteers have been busy 
complexifying the FCC legal requirements and a mak-
ing a bundle off of it. And once again it is time for dear 
ol' Dad here to hop up on his soapbox and sec what we 
can do to expose some or all of this grossly over-
compl ex i fied gobbledygook. 

This time it is the "Political Broadcasting Require-
ments" for the Public File mandated by Section 305 of 
the recent "Bipartisan Campaign Report Act of 2002" 
(BCRA), which just became effective to cover this 

year's elections. Woe be unto you if you are not fully up 
to speed on BCRA. So let us delve deep into the pit of 
requirements relating to these new FCC Political re-
quirements. 

STANDARD DISCLAIMER 
Please understand the complexification of all this is 

not the FCC at work but rather the likes of the legendary 
FCC law firm; (CCBM&B, LLP) Confusum, Conum, 
Bilkem, Milken & Bamboozelem, LLP. 1 am just a 
really humble sort of a guy out here in Tucson who, after 
45 years in broadcasting, is sick and tired of seeing my 
colleagues bilked out of millions of dollars each year by 
the Washington FCC legal lobby. 

Trust me. The FCC folks do not engage in the 
intentional over-complexification of the FCC rules and 
regulations. They are good people, trying to do a good 
job, but who are dependent upon the whims of several 

dim-witted congressmen upon whom the FCC is depen-
dent upon for its funding. 

OK, soapbox pontification completed, let us go to 
work: First, we will review just what hoops we must 
jump through to be "politically correct" with the upcom-
ing political season. Please understand, most of the 
following has been mandated by weak-kneed politicians 
who have absolutely no comprehension of the fact that 
American Broadcasting for the most part is dependent 
upon its advertising revenue to pay the bills. 

KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER: 

1) You must fully identify the sponsor of political spots. 

2) You may not "censor" political spots, no matter how 
preposterous they may be. 

3) "Equal Access" to your air-time must be given all 
legally qualified candidates. 

4) "Federal candidates," if legally qualified, must now 
be given "reasonable access" to your air-time. 

5) Sponsors of any political ads must be identified. 

6) Lowest unit rates most be given to qualified candi-
dates 45 days before the primary and 60 days prior to the 
general elections. 

7) Carefully maintain a "political" Public File folder 
detailing your compliance with what you have done to 
achieve compliance. 

With this in mind, on your letterhead, type up a 
Candidate's Information Request Form for political 

broadcast policy and rate information with blanks for 
the following items: 

1) Date & time of request. 

2) The candidate's name. 

3) The name of his political party. 

4) The office candidate is seeking 

5) The name of candidate's authorized committee (or 
agency) with its address and phone number. 

6) The name of the actual person requesting time or 
information. 

7) The type of information requested — for example: 
availabilities or rates, rate classes, preemption policy, etc. 

8) The disposition taken: accepted or rejected. ( If re-
jected, attach an explanation.) 

9) The rates charged. 

10) The classes of time purchased. 

Il) A confirmation of the disclosure statement that was 
provided. 

12) BCRA certificate provided (for federal candidates 
only). 

13) Any other information requested and provided. 

14) The name of who processed the inquiry (name of 
account executive). 

After the spots hit the air be sure you complete your 
Public File record for that candidate by including the 
schedule of dates and times when the spots ran, charges 
made, classes of time, memo of any rebates paid, iden-
tification of the candidate or organization responsible 
for purchase of the spots — this is almost identical to the 
"printout" you normally provide to any co-op advertiser 
in the form of an affidavit. 

THE NEW REQUIREMENT 

As a result of the BCRA (Bipartisan Campaign 
Reform Act) becoming effective during this year's elec-
tions, the following additional form for certifying a 
legitimate federal candidate is suggested: 

I, [Name of Candidate], hereby certify that the 
programming to be broadcast on station [station call] 
complies with all requirements of the Bipartisan Cam-
paign Finance Reform Act of 2002. Specifically, 
certify the programming does not (or) does refer to an 
opposing candidate and contains the mandatory disclo-
sure statement. In the event of a radio broadcast this 
mandatory disclosure consists of an audio statement 
voiced by the candidate that ( 1) identifies him or herself, 
(2) discloses the office being sought, and (3) states the 

candidate has approved the broadcast. If a television 
broadcast, the mandatory disclosure consists ofa photo-
graph image or similar image of the sponsoring candi-
date that occupies at least 80% of the vertical screen 
height for a period of no less than four seconds, and 

simultaneously displays a clearly legible printed state-
ment that ( 1) identifies the candidate, (2) discloses that 
the candidate (and/or the candidate's authorized com-
mittee) has paid for the broadcast, and (3) states that the 

candidate has approved the broadcast. 

[Signature of candidate or authorized committee person] 

[Printed name of candidate or authorized committee person] 

[Date of signing] 

To cover myself, it is suggested that I urge you to get a 
copy of the latest political advisory material from the NAB 
to stuff in your Public File folder for each candidate or 
candidate's representative that darkens your door, tele-
phone, fax, or email. Be sure you get a large pad of their 
grossly overpriced, copyrighted, PB-16 political forms! 

PROFITABLE TIMING 

Meanwhile, broadcasters fully attuned to the current 
requirements can smile all the way to the bank with scads 

of money as long as they know how to cope with all this. 
A fairly new gimmick in recent years with which 

many stations have really made a bundle is pre-emptable 

rates. This allows you to exceed — by far — your lowest 
unit rate by offering candidates the opportunity to "bump" 
spots from other candidates who purchased spots at your 
pre-emptable lowest unit rate. One television station I 
recently inspected went from $500,000 to $ 1.5 million 
using this opportunity in one season alone. 

Hey c'mon gang, if the political turkeys are willing 
to be plucked, why not pluck 'em? Just make sure you do 
not discriminate in your plucking. All candidates must 
be plucked fairly, without discrimination and you must 
cover yourself with a political policy statement for each 
inquiry and keep a record of each party you have 

provided with such a statement as required under 
§73.3526(2)(e)(6) & §73.1943(a) & (b). 

ENSURING COMPLIANCE 
Now take heed, for this is important: that last para-

graph reads in part "(a) Every licensee shall keep and 
permit public inspection of a complete and orderly 
record (political file) of all requests (my emphasis) for 
broadcast time made by or on behalf of a candidate for 
public office, together with an appropriate notation 
showing the disposition made by the licensee of such 
requests, and the charges made — if any — if the request 
is granted. This "disposition" includes the schedule of 
time purchased, when spots actually aired, the rates 
charged, and the classes of time purchased..." 

If you are curious, and you should be, look all this up 
at www.fcc.gov by entering those paragraph numbers 
for more info. The point I want to make here is that your 
Public File covers you in the event some politician or his 
representative tries to claim you gave his opponent a 
better rate that you gave him. So be sure you obtain a 
memorandum of disc losure from anyone inquiring about 
political advertising whether he actually makes a time 
purchase or not. 

This memo should include the following informa-
tion: The name of the candidate or his representative, 
how the station's political policy statement and rates 
that were made available, for example; by fax, in person, 
by mail, phone, e-mail, language, etc. signed by the 
candidate or his representative if in person, certified-
mail-receipt, fax receipt etc. Do not let some politico 
and his lawyer try to sue you following an election 
claiming you or your account executive misled him 
inadvertently by supplying your standard rates when, as 
he claims after losing an election, he was really looking 
for your "lowest unit" political rates. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS TO NOTE 
It would be wise to obtain a copy of one of the 

political policy statements, re-write it to meet your rates 
and other policies defining among other things, lowest 
unit rate, defined qualified legal candidate, classes of 
time, non- and pre-emptable time, classes of time, 45 
days prior to the primary and 60 days prior to the general 
during which lowest unit rates apply, policy of required 
payment prior to the airing of the spot, timely payments 
for rebates (i.e. if station is off air or spot is lost, etc.), 
and anything else you want to chuck into this thing to 
cover yourself from any possible real or fabricated 

allegation of political discrimination. 
"Reasonable Access" can be a real can of worms and 

the Washington legal lions would pounce on me with 
vigor for tramping on their territory if I tackled that in 

here. Therefore, contact your State Broadcasters Asso-
ciation (SBA) to get the scoop on that. The information 
is likely to be available on your SBA's website. Several 

associations have done a very good job ofproviding this 
for their members. 

Most SBAs have, are or will soon provide political 
seminars further defining all of this complexification. 
Also there are several excellent political policy manuals 
available on the internet from Washington FCC practic-
ing law firms. It is likely your SBA has one of these 
available on their website. 

Ken Benner, who cannot wait to hear all the politi-
cal ads this year, is an active A1P inspector. Ken can be 
reached at bennerassociates aoLcom 
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SPACEWISEe STUDIO FURNITURE 
IS THE HOME OF THE.... 

'BUDGET CRUNCHERS"TM 
We give our customers the greatest quality for their budget! 

We build with only quality woods, laminates and components! 

And our systems can be easily & affordably customized! 

EXPRESSION,. 
"Budget Cruncher",. 

6 RACK 2 PC EXPRESSION'S frail $3595! 

RADIAL 

'Budget Cruncher", 

WE PREFER TO HAVE OUR SYSTEMS 

DELIVERED TO OUR CUSTOMERS CRATED 

FOR SAFE, ECONOMICAL & FAST DELIVERY! 

OUR DESIGN PROCESS INCORPORATES 

LARGE SCALE MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 

THAT MAKES FOR EASY & FAST ASSEMBLY! 

DELUX, 
"Budget Cruncher",. CUSTOM SYSTEM SHOWN 

,,PAcK 2 PC DELUX : $4175! 

ALLTALK,, 
"Budget Cruncher"., 

"WE'RE BROADCAST EXPERIENCED!" TM 

srAcEwis Fe 
"ThePRICE and QUALITY Leader in Studio Furniture!" 

PO BOX 62021, PHOENIX, AZ 85082 

CALL US AT 800-775-3660 SEE US AT SPACEWISE.COM 

"Ai Bext tralistnitter has been cur main stay' . 
sittee AugteC29th, 1988 • 'Ye...;t4'N PM) 

• 11. 

,••_. 
_ 

Transvnittersirom 10W to 35kW 
Digital / Analog STLs, Translators 
Antennas, Filters & Combiners 

1 888 239 8462 
www.bext.com 

IF Speciciltiec® 
Group 

While many companies are cutting back, 
the continues to grow. 

We now have two new offices - 
Richmonri IÑ nnel klen" IncWiCh, NH. 

Guess you could say, 

"We've got you covered." 
You'll find over 300 Quality Product Lines, 

including Transmitters, Antennas, 

Transmission Line and Studio Gear. 

1...HULA\ U.) %JUL GIL 1\1 

Serving the Broadcasting Industry 
for over 20 years. 

RF is Good for You! 
Visa and Mastercard are welcome. 

( ) ffices Independently ()wned and ()perated. 

www.rfspec.com 

:14 
Concord. CA 

-4Santa Barbara, CA 

Amarillo. TX 

Ft Worth TX 

ttansas City. MO 

New Ipswich, tit 

' Monroeville. PA 

ej pi Southampton, PA 

Richmond. IN 

41)1 

Valparorso. FL 

Ebensburg. PA 

Sam Lane  Santa Barbara, CA .. 1-800-346-6434 

Bill Newbrough   Concord, CA ....1-888-737-7321 

Matt Meaney & Walt Lowery Seattle, WA .. _1-800-735-7051 

Don Jones    Amarillo, TX ... 1-800-537-1801 

Wray Reed    Ft Worth, TX . . . .1-888-839-7373 

Chris Kreger & John Sims .Kansas City, MO . .1-800-467-7373 

Rick Funk  Richmond, PN .. 1-888-966-1990 

Ed Young  Monroeville, PA .. . . 1-866-412-7373 

Dave Edmiston  Ebensburg, PA .... 1-866-736-3736 

Harry Larkin  Southampton, PA ..1-888-260-9298 

Sam Matthews New Ipswich, NH ... 1-800-485-8684 

Bill Hoisington  Valparaiso, FL .... 1-800-476-8943 
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Low Power Pitfalls 
by John Devecka 

[BALTIMORE, Mart/and- May 20041 One of the 
great things about low power broadcasting is that any-
one can do it. Or, so the salespeople will tell you. It is a 
fairly easy thing to get into and to do legally, but there 

are a lot of "gotchas" out there waiting to snag the 
unwary, less cynical and naïve among us. So, let us cover 

up some of those pitfalls and make your startup a bit 
safer. Warning: This column will contain a lot of re-

quired reading and the FCC has the right to administer 
a pop quiz! 

WISHFUL THINKING 

When I was doing sales and system design for Part 
15 equipment, it never ceased to amaze me how many 
people came to the table with bad information. It used to 

be word of mouth, but the advent of the internet has 
allowed an exponential growth in the spread of bad 
information. The most common questions people ask 

me stem from misinterpretations or misrepresentations 
made on the internet. It seems the more they wanted it to 
be true, the harder they argued that it was so — even when 
I read the Rules out of the book. 

For the sake of generalization, we will drift around 
various systems under Part IS. There are AM and FM 
systems, antennas, radiating cables and carrier current 

options. We have gone through all of this in past col-
umns (which you can find on the Radio Guide site) so 
there is no reason to repeat all the system details. But, we 
will talk about the Rules, equipment choices, installa-
tion issues, finding help and what to watch for when 
doing all of this. I feel the need to hammer on some of 

this information because it keeps coming up and it keeps 
getting misread. 

ARM YOURSELF 
Let us start with an easy one: Read Part IS. Yes, it is 

that simple. There are several searchable versions of it 
available on the web, for free, or you can purchase a 
printed copy from http://bookstore.gpo.gov/sb/sb-

281.html ( Parts 0-19 for $61). The October 2003 ver-
sion has just been released. 

The fine folks in DC have made the whole Code o 
Federal Regulations available on line, at http:/ 
www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_O 1 
47cfr15_01.htm, while the ever generous Harold 
Hallikainen has also created a free, easily searched 

version of the regulations on his site at http:/ 
hallikainen.com/FccRules/. You probably should also 
read the referenced sections of Part 15 and Part 2, which 
cover some of the equipment manufacturing regula-
tions, like connections and such. 

The FCC has also provided their interpretation of the 
Rules at http://www.fcc.gov/mb/audio/lowpwr.html. 
These are important to read and understand. Be/öre you 
head off to buy any equipment, learn the Rules and the 
way the Rule enforcers interpret them; you will know 
more than many of the people trying to sell you things! 

Perhaps we should clear up the biggest issue first — 
FM. I will repeat something I said in a previous column 

because it is always getting misprinted on the web: 
There is no Rule that allows 100 milliwatt FMtransmit-

ters. Any salesperson that tells you otherwise is wrong. 
You, having read the Rules before you went off in search 

of new gear, already know this and can ask them to cite 
the Rule that allows this. When they cannot, you either 
can hang up on them, or read them the Rule so that they 
will be better prepared next time. 

The Rule is Part 15.239 for FM systems and it is a field 
strength Rule. To reach that field strength limit with a 
common radio antenna (about 32 inches) you need about 

18 milliwatts. Much more and you will go right on past the 
field strength limit and be illegal. The confusion stems 
from Part 15.221, which covers 100 mW transmission on 

AM only. But you are not confused any more, are you? 

BADGES? 
YES YOU NEED STINKING BADGES 

All equipment operating under the Part 15 Rules 
requires FCC Certification in an independent test facil-
ity. This is no longer true of Part 73 and other devices, 

which only require Verification by the manufacturer. 
But this helps you make sure you are not getting yourself 
in trouble. Certified units are required to carry an FCC 
ID number that you can verify. 

When someone prints that their equipment "Meets 

or Exceeds the FCC Part 15 Rules," ask them which one 
it is. You want one that "meets" them, is Certified, and 
has an FCC ID number to prove it. The ID number is 
required to be printed on the device. If they do not have 
an ID number, or sound fishy when trying to find it for 
you, ask them their registered name and look it up. The 

FCC has a database on-line: https://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/ 
prod/oet/cf/eas/reports/GenericSearch.cfm that allows 
you to search by ID number, manufacturer name, etc. 

Please do that. It will give you a couple of pieces of 
good information. Not only will you be able to verify the 
ID number given is real, but you will be able to verify the 

manufacturer or company that submitted it for Certifica-
tion, and the date when this was done. All of this 
information will help you make sure that you are dealing 
with a legitimate legal product and a legitimate manu-
facturer or vendor. If you do not find the ID number, 

walk away from the deal — no matter how good it seems 
— it is not a good one. 

As an example, I did a random web search and found 
the FCC label below. It shows you exactly what should 

be included - the FCC ID number, and the Part 15 
compliance statements as well as any additional infor-
mation for Canadian or other certifications. 

e 

• el • 0•111Ç1 21..)14De 

AP4800-E 
5208881; 5278880 

o Patent Pending 
Assembled In USA 

o 

24 Ohz DS 11 Mbps 
Ethernet Access Point 
PN 100-004487-001 

r.• el> Pen 14 •I Ott FCC MM. 004•411..11 4p p OW PI4 5 44ØI4 

Zen» 
•••neneomt• 6, UM Cow,. 1.111r1Inote C••••19 %Re 

UST«, 

7614.1 (Ell 

This product contains 
FCC ID: L0210203 
ISC: RSS/CNR-210 
Canada' 2311 391 115A 1 U.S. Patent Numbers 

11E111111 
When one submits a device for testing, you create 

and submit the intended ID number for reference during 
testing. You are not to use that device (or ID) for sale 
unless it passes the testing. I know of one manufacturer 

that sold their products using a test ID number, despite 
the FCC having rejected the device! But you would only 
know it ifyou checked up on them. The FCC knew about 

this situation, and (I was told) requested the company 
cease. The company went on to sell hundreds (at least) 
of these units with the ID number printed on them, and 

claimed the device was legal. 
The company has since changed ID numbers and 

sells slightly different equipment (I assume it is now 
within FCC spec). The only way you, as a buyer, could 
know this would be to check the FCC on-line database 

— or if the FCC actually raided and shut down the 
company — which happens very rarely. And then there 
are the folks who will be straight with you about their 
legal standing — I will not print the URL for a pirate shop 
— you can find them quick enough with a search engine. 

LET ME SHOW YOU THIS BRIDGE 
Another common bit of-misinformation practiced by 

some folks is the modification of antennas so devices 

that were compliant with the Rules are no longer — but 

hey, they get much better coverage now! The FCC is 
pretty clear about detachable antennas, amps and the 

like ( Part 15.203 & 15.204). 
Some companies sell a legal device (or close enough 

that no one bugs them) but then offer "after market" kits 

for them. Common ones are long transmission lines and 
rooftop antennas, or in-line amplified antennas, for 
devices that were Certified by the FCC labs without 

these additional components. Remember that .tmt are 
responsible when the Federales come knocking. Yes, 
the ID number may be on the device, but it is not on that 
nifty ground plane antenna with a ton of gain! The 

golden rule remains, "If it seems too good to be true, it 
usually is." 

The Rules for FM and AM devices specify the 
types of connections, the lengths of antennas, the 
lengths of grounds and transmission lines. Again, 
since you read the Rules first, you will know this 
information and be able to run rings around the 
salesperson. Make them explain to you just how their 
additional cables and antennas are compliant with 
the FCC regulations. 

THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE 

If you want the "complete" view of the FCC on the 
issue of low power transmission systems, you need to 

download and read their Bulletin 63 from The Office of 
Engineering & Technology, which you can do at http:/ 
/www.fcc.gov/Bureaus/Engineering_Technology/ 
Documents/bulletins/oet63/oet63rev.pdf. Please note 
that it is very dated in some areas, having been last 
revised in 1996. It does, however, provide a nice over-
view of the whole concept of low power systems. 

Another nice resource — Compliance Engineering 
Magazine has a set of helpful rules at http://www.ce-
mag.com/99ARG/Gubish31.html. Although it does in-
clude other parts, it gives a nice comparison of the 
Canadian and US Low Power Unlicensed Rules and 
reviews some of the more important technical issues. I 
have not delved into Industry Canada certifications, but 
they are very similar to FCC Part 15 Regulations and you 

can often find devices that are dual certified ( folks like 
Decade, for example, have FCC and RSS ID numbers on 
their devices). 

Use the internet to learn about different installations 

and their success. There are a lot of low power sites out 
there, many with forums to chat about ideas. Remember, 
though, you are now armed and dangerous. Share your 
knowledge and your resources by gently correcting 
errors and quoting sources! 

EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE ... 
WITHIN REASON 

rhere are limitations to low power broadcasting, 
and they stem from a simple fact: a licensed station will 
always blow you off the dial. They simply have more 
power and the legal freedom to do things you cannot. So 

what? Kick them in the kneecaps — or wherever else you 
have to — to gain an advantage. They probably will not 
be interested in "local" and "community" issues and 
service. You can — and should be. As you start to win the 
audience away from the voice tracked automation sta-
tion on Main Street, they will try to stop you with their 
main weapon: The FCC. 

But you, unlike them, will actually have read this 
column, used the links and done your homework. The 
FCC will come in and say, "Wow! You have a nice setup 

here and it's perfectly legal." And then they will be on 
their merry way — unlike when you ask them to look at 
that "local" automated station with no EAS, no Public 

File, and a light out on the tower. 

John Devecka is Dying to cause trouble. Just ignore 
him. He is the Operations Manager of WLOY at Loyola 

College in Maryland. ¡[ vo,, want to talk low power, 
email him at wloy@loyola.edu fin- more. 
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Corporate Headquarters • (805) 968-9621 
New East Coast Office • (978) 373.6303 

Digital SITU Solutions 
Starlink SL9003Q - 950 MHz STL 
Lanlink - Ethernet Data Link 
Starlink SL9003T1 - Tl/E1 STLfTSL 
Maxlink - 5.8 GHz Tl/E1 Microwave Link, 

WEB: http://www.moseleysb.com EMAIL: Sales@moseleysb.com 

Broadcast Corp 
The quality products and great prices are for you. 

(The pictures are for your general manager.) 

A VC -.et' M 

Portable Affordable 

Spectrum Analyzers 

New USA Made Transmitter Tubes 

3000 hour full warranty, best price. 

TWR Lighting, Inc. 

Tower, Antenna 
AM, FM, SW Transmitters and Specialty Lighting 

QuickSpot Portable VSAT 

Uplink audio, video, data, 
and communications. 

End-to- End Streaming 

Media Solutions 

Rock and roll artwork 
for promotional giveaways. 

RJB Broadcast can be reached toll-fre at: 800-870-9233 
or on the web at: www.rjbbroadcast.com 

fflew•-f*.é,; 
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Service Guide: Radio Products e Services Email: radio©broadcEst.net 

Place an ad here — only $50 

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the Cost of New! 

"•c'«\()\ 
EcoNco 

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com 

Intl: + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760 

• Discontinued types .;• 

W 

iWE R 
EXCHANGE 

www.rfpowerx.com 

are our speciality ... 

MRF 
BLF 
BLV 

BLW 
SD 
TP 

Please contact us for pricing and delivery at: 

Phone: 954-344-7379 Fax: 954-344-7310 

Dave Gilden: dgilden@rfpowerx.com 

AM Ground Systems Co. 
Ground System Construction, 

Evaluation & Repair 

1-877-766-2999 
wvvw.amgroundsystems.com 

DA HOOK 
Safety Grounding Hook 

Solid Brass Hook & Hardware 

Fiberglass Rod Handle 

#10 Copper Cable & Alligator Clip 

DA GAP 
Lightning Dissapation Gap 

Available with Horn or Ball Gaps 

Patented (#5,661,262) 

Hot Adjust Mechanism 

To purchase, or for more technical data, 

telephone, write, or email home page. 

Wilk Science and Technology Inc. 
1 1 1 2 North Grove Avenue, Oak Park, Illinois 60302 

Telephone & Fax: (708) 524-8588 
http://members.tripod.com/w70mumiedwilk.htm 

CCA PARTS 84 SERVICE 
V&J Electronics 

Can supply all parts, schematics, and 
manuals for CCA, CSI, Sintronic, and 
Visual transmitters. Field service and 
complete rebuild transmitters available. 

Call Van or Jerry Meier: 770-907-2694 
Fax: 770-907-2694 — 24/7 Service 

COD, Visa. Master. Discover, NET- 15/30 
www.ccaelectronics.net 

Call Us Today 

800-870-9233 
Transmit-Satellite-
Web-Convergence 

RIZ transmitters 
(AM,FM,SW) 

New QuickSpot (portable 
VSAT uplink) 

Digital One- web products 
Register on our webs ¡te for free report 
"Information Suppliers Don't Want You 

to Have" 

Your 
Econco 
New 
Tube 
Source 

Sale 
Prices 

4CX3500A 
$1750. 

4CX7500A 
$2295. 

On the web at www.r bbroadcast.com 

AM- FM- SW 

Electronics, Inc. 
CCA, CSI, SI Transmitter Parts 

Replacement parts, schematics, 

and manuals are in stock. 

Call Vernon 
903-729-6204 
www.ccaelectronics.com 

vernon@ccaelectronics.com 

D&C Electronics Co. 
- New Tubes - 

We have the alternatives for all your needs, 
at the lowest prices, direct from our stock! 

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PRO-TEK`. EEV, and many others. 

352-688-2374 or 800-881-2374 

VISA & MASTERCARD Accepted VISA 

Traces for Attenuotors 
to UnBal 
I to Bar - 

to' Bal 

ceri 

Quality PREM 

Tranaformers 

e Mounting Holes 

Industrial Glass Epoxy 

Board (2"x2.3") 

Plated thru Holes 

Response 30 - 30 K 

(Increasing above 30 K) 

Hertel Engineering 

Newman Kees 

Measurements 

8611 Slate Rd 

Evansville, IN 

47720 

812-963-3294 
rokeregeverightbb cem 

$24 ea. 
F rer Shippiny 

ed/ an Order of 4 or more 

Audio Lightning Isolator (cf Hum ISO) 
ire' I  

RF RF PARTS' COMPANY 

From Milliwatts to Kilowatts'' 

Eimac • Amperex • Svetlana • M/A-Com 
Motorola • Toshiba • Philips • Mitsubishi 

Se Habla Español • We Export 

800-737-2787 
760-744-0700 Email. rfp©rfparts.com 

vefflerfparts.com 

Now Available! New Sections!  

The updated 2004 version of Eimac's 
Care & Feeding of Power Grid Tubes 
Handbook is now available. 

Contact Richardson 
Electronics today for 
your FREE copy. 

4 

Tor Free. 800-682-3872 .)Richardson 630-208-2200 
Electronics Internet: broadcast rell corn 

Engineered Solutions E- r-, ail broadcast@rel! coon 

ChrisScott Associates 
Visit our websit— 

www.scott - i n c . co m 

Ph: (270)781-5301 

Fax: (270)781-1232 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 

AM-FM 
Notch Filters 

a) 4 ..,ae 

NRSC 
Loop 

Anterra 

SPACEWISE® 
Homeof the"BUDGET CRLINCHERS'rm 

EXPRESS STUDIO Ta GREAT QUALITY! 
GREAT PRICES! 

'1 112 ' PL 56000 LAMINATED —OPS , 
• DUAL SiDE PUSHED BASES, 
• SOUD WOOD BULLNOSE AND TRIM , 
• MOO KICSSI • EUROPEAN DOORS, 

CALL US AT...800-775-3660 
6 RACK 2 PC STU010 tie $3595! SEE US AT..SPACEWSE.COM 

Several affordab ly customizable studio systems to choose from! 
Large sturdy pre-built base modules for easy and fast assembly! 

Plus...economically and safely de kve red crated to you! 

Powerful Everyday Solutions By CircuitWerkes 

• 

The DR- 10 Telephone Dial-Up 

Controller & Audio Intenace. 

Great for unattended Remotes. 

Automated recording & more! 

Mg", 

4 •44 1111iVàttt 

The AC- 12 Telephone 

Autocoupler bank formulti-

line IFB.Networks. Etc. 

Get Info & tech manuals online at: 
www.circuitwerkes.com 

352-335-6555 Fax: 352-380-0230 
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Place an ad here — only $50 

D 
Cs 

DIVERSIFIED 

COMMUNICATIONS 

SYSTEMS 

9139 Route 18 

Cranes% ille, PA 16410 

814-756-3053 

"SERVING BROADCASTERS SINCE 1981" 

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT REPAIR 
AudiuRZE Equipment - A1/1,'1\1 Transmitters 

Free Consultation/Loaners Available 

BROADCAST SERVICES 
AM/FM Antenna System Testing & Repair 

NRSC Measurements 

Turnkey AM/FM/LPFM Transmitter 
and Studio Installations 

Compliance/Facility Inspections 

www.divcomm.biz 
rpogson'a aoLcom 

Professional 
Equipment Repair 

IN- Consoles 

Exciters 

80- STLS 

IP- Automation Systems 

11.- Audio Processors 

el- Transmitters 

I.- Remote Equipment 

at Lightner Electronics, Inc. 

Toll Free: 866-239-3888 e o N 
www.LightnerElectronics.com 

McPherson Radio 
Specializing in pre-owned QEI transmitter products. 

QEI — 6 Month Warranty — QEI 

All equipment tuned and tested on your frequency. 
MRC has a repair facility to meet your broadcast needs, 
for repair of QEI exciters and low power transmitters. 

Other broadcast manufacturer products are welcomed too. 

Contact: Bob Brown at 856-232-1625 
Email: mcphersonradio@comcast.net 

We Buy a Sell 
Used Transmitters a Antennas 
USA and International — Contact us for a quote. 

NOW SAVE $$$ ON USED TEST EQUIPMENT! 

HP & Tektronix Scopes, Spectrum Analyzers 
& Signal Generators — Call for fantastic prices! 

We also offer REPAIR SERVICE at reasonable rates 
for all brands of test equipment & TELFAX remote units. 

A/Q America 
Phone: 515-432-5780 Fax: 801-761-2511 

Email: cjp2020@hotmail.com 

I BUY AUDIO 
Misc., EQ, Compressors/Limiters 

Pre's, FX, Mixers, Recorders 

Amps, Speakers, Kebrds, Guitars 

Working or not. 

Call or Fax: 805-976-9494 

aroomwithavu@earthlink.net 

Squeeze them on 
Jumper Wire. Great 
for temporary or 

permanent jumpers. 

You need 2 per pair! 

ST Connectors for 
66 Blocks... 
Bag of 10: $ 6.95 
Bag of 100: $65.00 
(Ridiculously Expensive!) 

We also have Punching Doublers, 66 
Blocks, Single Pair Jumper Wire in 
Assorted Colors, 66 Block & Modular 
Attenuators, and many other Unique, 
Problem Solving Telecom Products. 

Fix RF 
Problems! 

Handset Modular: $18.95 

1 Pair Modular: $14.95 

2 Pair Modular: $18.95 

1 Pair Hard Wire: $ 8.95 

Choose the frequency range for maximum rejection: 

• AM • FM/Air/VHF • Amateur & CB • CB 8, RF Heat Sealing 

See the RF Troubleshooting Flow Chart 
and four page RF Tech Bulletin at: 

www.sandman.com 

Mike Sandman... Chicago's Telecom Expert 

Call for FREE Catalog: 630-980-7710 

rfInvestigator 
• Automatic DA Design Tool 
• SIL Path Analysis 
• Longley-Rice Propagation 

Cain Mow! 
www.rfsoftware.com 352-336-7223 

The KONTROLLEX A-1 
The speaker & warning light solution. 

Special combo offer 
of $229.00 for the 

A-1 & warning Light 

JASONI ELECTRONICS 
3149 E. Desert Inn Rd 1494, Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Phone: 702-791-3394 Email: jasonidgp@juno.com 

Microphone Flags 
Your First Choice 
for Quality and Service CI) 
41111e A Custom & Blank MicFlags 

(I 
NEWS 

All Shapes and Sizes 411P di 

Stock anc Custom FOX r/ 
NEWS yf ° 

800.450.6275 www.micflags.com 

WANTED! 
Older audio equipment for immediate purchase! 

Especially compressors & mic preamps. 
Langevin, RCA, Pultec, Universal Audio, 

Fairchild, Collins, WE, Altec, etc. 

Microphones: Neumann, AKG, RCA, Telefunken, etc. 

U.R.E.I. Compressors: Models 1176, LA-2. LA-3, LA-4 

Mark Linett 
818-244-1909 Fax: 818-500-0742 yrplace@earthlink.net 

(fi1 
MOORETRONIX 

BROADCAST 8, INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

Our 3rd Year 
Our client list continues to grow. 
Thank you for your confidence 
and equipment purchases. 

We Re-Condition 
Pacific Recorders BMX AMX, 
ABX and RMX, Stereo-Mixer and 

Mixer News-Mixer products. 

Solve Your System Wiring Problems Fast! 

With STEREOTRACER 

See our Web News-Update page, for details. 

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812 

WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM 
_J 

Bay Country Broadcast Equipment 

Your #1 Source for Quality 
Used Broadcast Equipment 

Call us for our latest list of quality, in stock radio 
broadcast equipment, or view it at our website: 

Bay Country Broadcast Equipment 

http://www.baycountry.com 
(Website Updated Daily) 

E-mail: in1o@baycountry.com 
877-722-1031 ( Toll Free) 786-51 -0812 ( Fax) 

FM Prospector: For Professional 
FM Frequency Searches 

FM Prospector is the ideal low-cost 
frequency search program. 

• FREE FM Database downloads 

• Find new channels 

• Upgrade stations 

• Create area-to-locate maps 

• LPFM & full service spacings 

• Find translator channels 

The -Leader" in broadcast engineering software 
800 743-3684 

www.v-soft.com 

Earn Your Degree at Home! 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 

www.cie-wc.edu 

Visit our Web Site for detailed course 

descriptions, tuition prices or for a 

FREE Course Catalog. 
\_talog) 

CIE offers a variety of comprehensive yet affordable independent study 

training programs in electronics and computer technology' 

Partial list of programs offered: 

• A.A.S in Electronic Engineering 

• Electronics Communications 

Call 1800) 243-6446 for details 

Visit www.ciebookstore.com 

• 19 Self-Study Lessons 

• Instructor Support 

• Certificate upon completion 

• Graded Exams 

FCC COURSE on CD - $49.95 
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FiNA1 STAgE 
Send your information for publication to: radio@broadcast.net 

Date Book 

Radio Conference Guide 
List your Convention or Gathering Here 

Email: radio@hroadcast. net 

Nebraska Broadcasters & SBE Chapter 74 
August 1 1-1 3 — Lincoln, NE — www.sbe74.org 

32nd Annual SBE22 Broadcast & Tech Expo 
September 23 — Verona. NY — www.sbe22.org 

Electronic Equipment Expo 
September 28-29 — Seattle. WA — www.emexpo.org 

Pittsburgh Chapt. 20 Regional SBE Convention 
October 6 — Monroeville, PA 
www.broadcast.net/—sbe20 

NAB Radio Show — October 6-8 — San Diego, CA 
www.nab.org/conventions 

2004 Broadcaster's Clinic — October 12-14 
Marriot-Madison West Hotel, Madison, WI 
www.wi-broadcasters.org 

Southwest Communications Expo 
October 19 — Phoenix, AZ — www.sbe9.org 

Broadcast Engineering Expo 
October 22-23 — Grapevine, TX 
Contact: Sandy Sandberg at 214-343-3555 

Bos-Con Boston SBE Regional Convention 
October 26-27 — Boston, MA — www.sbe 1 torg 

National College Media Convention 
November 4-7 — Nashville. TN 
www.collegebroadcasters.org/convention.shtml 

Letters From Our Readers 
Dear Editor: 
I could not agree more with Gary Stigall's 

comments in Radio Guide "Final Stage" ( pg 30, 
March 2004). At one time the ease of firing off a 
message was a benefit. There seems to be another 
issue that affects mail proficiency besides incoming 
spam and spam filters affecting outbound mail. 

I've noticed that although a lot of people get E-
mail messages, they simply ignore the message 
without merit. For example, I will send a message to 
a person in which I need an answer, or verification. 
For example, "I need more paper rolls for the Sage. 
OK to purchase?" Silence. 

Its not uncommon for people in E-mail lists to 
post messages to a group, yet trash the majority of 
the messages without reading. It's their choice, but 
how many times have you seen someone post a 
question or comment about something that was just 
posted a week before. 

Then there are distributors and manufacturers of 
equipment I use. Their addresses arc published, and 
they seem to indicate that this is an acceptable method 
for contacting them for support and questions. But 
how many times have you written only to get an 
"autoresponder message" or no reply at all. I noticed 
this trend last year, and while home sick one week I 
crunched the statistics on the efficiency of E-mail 
over one quarter. 1,035 messages. 187 were business 
in nature requiring a confirmation, assistance (sup-
port), or inquiry on a product or service. Of the 187, 
only 46.5 received replies. A 33% of those were 
Autoresponders, and of the 33% autoresponders only 
50% had someone follow up. In technical support, 
only 52% of the E-mails received a reply. Shocking 
when you consider that all were for support or help on 
a product, some of which was days old ... continued 

Photo Courtesy.' Gary Zocolo 

Radio Guide Ads: May-2004 
Advertiser - Page 
AM Ground Systems - 18 
Armstrong Transmitters - 15 
Balsys - 19 
Belar - 22 
BEXT - 25 
Broadcast Devices - 11 
Broadcast Electronics - 23 
Broadcast Software Intl. - 3 
Broadcast Tools - 15 
Broadcast Warehouse - 9 
Conex Electro Systems - 21 
Comrex - 6 
D&H Antennas - 21 
Decade Transmitters - 18 
Econco Tubes - 9 
CKE - 11 
Energy Onix - 2 
ERI - 5 
Harris - 32 
Henry Engineering - 2 
Inovonics - 5 
JK Audio - 7 
Kahn Communications - 15 
Larcan - 7 
Lightner Electronics - 7 
Logitek - 9 
Micro Communications - 13 
Moseley - 27 
Nott Ltd. - 12 
OMB America - 15 
Orban - 32 
Peter Dahl - 21 
Phasetek - 11 
Prophet Systems - 31 
Ramsey - 13 
RF Specialties - 25 
RF Software - 1 
RJB Broadcast - 27 
SCMS Inc. - 19 
Sine Systems - 12 
Spacewise - 25 
Telos - 16 & 17 
TFT - 21 
Tieline - 4 
Transcom - 23 

Website 
www.amgroundsystems.com 
www.armstrongtx.com 
www.balsys.com 
www.belar.com 
www.bext.com 
www.broadcast-devices.com 
www.bdcast.com 
www.bsiusa.com 
www.broadcasttools.com 
www.broadcastwarehouse.com 
www.conex-electro.com 
www.comrex.com 
www.dhsatellite.com 
www.decade.ca 
www.econco.com 
www.rectifiers.com 
www.energy-onix.com 
www.eriinc.com 
www.broadcast.harris.com 
www.henryeng.com 
www.inovon.com 
www.jkaudio.com 
none 
www.larcan.com 
www.lightnerelectronics.com 
www.logitekaudio.com 
www.mcibroadcast.com 
www.moseleysb.com 
www.nottltd.com 
www.omb.com 
www.orban.com 
www.pwdahl.com 
www.phasetekinc.com 
www.prophetsys.com 
www.ramseyelectronics.com 
www.rfspec.com 
www.rfsoftware.com 
www.rjbbroadcast.com 
www.scmsinc.com 
www.sinesystems.com 
www.spacewise.com 
www.telos-systems.com 
www.tftinc.com 
www.tieline.com 
www.fmamtv.com 

Letters Continued ... 

I honestly feel that some companies use E-mail 
support as a way to get away from the customer 
rather than dealing with a problem. And at some 
companies, it seems that whomever answers the E-
mail never reads what you wrote, Instead, you're 
sent on a wild goose-chase. Perhaps this is the birth 
of a new business practice to distract the customer 
so they just go away. 
I think that people are getting desensitized by E-

mail. I honestly feel that folks who once thought of 
E-mail as efficient, look at it as several levels lower 
than a postcard or junk snail-mail. I know I fight this 
feeling every day when Ipaw through 50 spams only 
to find 2 or 3 E-mails with some productivity or use. 

And I admit, I hesitate before replying to a 
message that someone writes seeking my time and 
efforts as I don't know if the hour of research will 
even be acknowledged. Perhaps, E-mail's time has 
come and gone. Oh, I do read and reply to every 
letter ... except the ones from Publisher's Clearing 
house. 

Fred Vobbe 

Radio Guide welcomes your letters and 
mails jar publication. Share your concerns 
and comments with your peers ... Publisher 

People in Radio 

SCMS Grows Sales Force 
Jim Peck has joined SCMS, Inc / Computerworks 

in Broadcast Sales. Jim most recently worked nine 

years for Wheatstone Corporation and has been in 

broadcast - related fields 

since the late 1960's, in-

cluding almost twenty 

years with WCNY in 

Syracuse, NY. His 

background includes 

broadcast operations, 

engineering manage-

ment, project planning 

and freelance sports 

production. He is a Se-

nior Member of the SBE, serving terms as chair-

man, vice chairman and treasurer for Chapter 22. 

Jim will be representing al SCMS product lines 

from the Syracuse, New York area. 

SCMS Inc. 
Phone: 704-889-4508 

Website: www.scrnsinc.com 

Digital Radio 

Panasonic's First CD Receiver w th 

HD Radio Capability Hits Store Shelves 

SECAUCUS, NJ (April 6, 2004) - Panasonic 

announces the availability of its first mobile CD 

receiver to include iBiquity Digital's EID Radio 

technology. The new CQ-CB9900U CD receiver 

includes: 

Radio DSP ( Digital Sound Processor) — Uses 

digital technology to produce1ess distortion, multi-

path noise and pulse noise. 

Sound Control EQ — Allows users to compen-

sate for the auto environment and to personal ze the 

system according to their sound preference. Re-

ferred to as SQ7, this seven-band graphic equalizer 

provides additional adjustability and one-touch 

equalizer settings, such as Rock, Pop, Vocal and 

Flat. 

The receiver has a black chrome faceplate that 

sits flush against the vehicle s dashboard, metallic 

rotary control knobs with blue backlighting and a 

large, easy-to-read LCD display. 

Features: EID Radio capable; MP3 Playback w/ 

CD Text; WMA Playback; CD-R/CD-RW Play-

back; HD with 3DDM; Day/Night Design; DSP, 

SQ7, 2 -Preouts (5 volt/60 ohm); Subwoofer Out (5 

volt/6 ohm); Auxiliary Input: Remote Control in-

cluded. Suggested retail: $999.95 

This unit can play CD-DA format audio CD-R 

and CD-RW. It may not be able to play some CD-

R or CD-RW due to the condition of the recording. 

HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital 

Corporation. 
Panasonic 

Website: www.panasonic.com 

WANTED 
$25.00 Reward 

for Bonafied Tech-Tips 
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If you haven't looked at Prophet 
Systems lately, you probably don't 
know that we've not only reinvented 
digital automation systems, but we've 
changed the way stations look at 
music scheduling, news gathering and 
content delay systems. 

Here's a revolutionary concept. 
How about an automation 
system that's easy to install, 
easy to use, and easy to buy. 
Powerful. Flexible. Affordable. 
From a company you trust. 
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Change is good... why live with outdated technology. 
ContentCheck 

PIA,/ ¡IMES 

SAVE 
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001 
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Dump Start 000:36:000 x 

Dump End 000:56:000 x 

Spot Block 002:00:000 

Spot Block 004:00:000 x 

content 

ContentUeck is an advanced content delay 
system with over 60 minutes of configurable 
delay time, perfect for today's anti-obscenity 
climate. 

Buying a digital automation system doesn't 
have to be complicated and expensive. 
Isn't it time to upgrade your old system 
to a Prophet? 

PROPHET SYSTEMS 
innovations 

1-877-774-1010 
ProphetSales@prophetsys.com 

e sure oc ec out our ¡ne of 
broadcast software and hardware 
accessories. www.prophetsys.corn 



Are you 
ready for a 
breakout 
performance? 

The notion of " perfect sound" is always going to 

be fodder for debate among radio pros far and wide. 

But regardless of what you hear as " per'ect" most PD's 

and engineers agree that major market radio sound 

demands consistent loudness, punch, and clarity. In fact, 

more than ever, it demands the Orban Cptimod-FM 8400. 

With five times the raw processing povve- of its predecessor, 

the Ornan Optimoci-FM 8400 delivers a consistently louder 

signal with lower distortion than any other product on the 

market, analog or digital. and at lower cost. The " look 

ahead" intel igent design means you'Ill pump out polished, 

balanced sound regardless o: the irput — be it speech or 

music — and you have the flexibility of customizing that 

sounc with over 2C expertly designed preset audio textures. 

The Orban Optimod-FM 8400 also eatures three levels 

of password-protected access control and full TCP/IP 

network and PC dial-up remote control. What a package. 

But then. you wanted perfect, didn't you? 

For more information on the Orban Optimod-FM 8400 

call us today at 1-800-622-0022. 

www.broadcastharris.com -ffelS 
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